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Prisoners Interned in America
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That Lord Robert Cecil, Minister of
Blockade, Says That It Will;
be Directed Mainly Against;
Great Britain,

j
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FLEET CORPORATION
(ALLIES CAN NOT LOOK
BITTERLY ARRAIGNED
AT THE TERMS PROPOSED

SLAIN ,
ALL

If
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Wesley Kirk, Alias Roy Davis,
Is Killed by Sheriff Newman
of Holbrook Following a
Thrilling Chase.

j

Within Coming Year We
Will Have Failed to Measure
Up to Our Moral Duty,

"

!

'UNCLE AND

A WOMAN
ARE UNDER ARREST

"

'Our Only Hope of Winning! Proffer Will Be Largely for!
This War,'He Adds, 'Is inj German Consumption, Be- -!
causev Rulers Realize They
Being Able "to Keep Our Allies in Field Another Year,
Can't Hold Out Much Longer
11

Washington, .May 3. Five million
men must be sent on the battle front
by the United States within a year,
Senator McCumber of North Dakota,
declared today in an address to the
senate which reviewed America's first
year in the war. The results of Amer.
lea's efforts have been almost negligible up to the present, he said. Six
months have hecn wasted by the shipping boRrrl and $040,000,000 for aircraft "has been worse than squander-ed.- "
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jjim Stilwell, Relative of Dead
Man, Alleged to Have
ed and Left a Wife
Several Children,

i

SPECIAL LEASEO WIRE,

'ECIAL

London, May 3. In tlio per.
fnnal opinion of Lord Robert
Cecil, minister of blockade. tlw
failure of fK'rmany's "knockout
offensive'' on the western front
will result in a big peacx' offensive, directed mainly
against
Great Hrltain and possibly made
in an attractive 'form, but which
will not afford any terms the allien can look at.
In this opinion, made in a Matc-mcto ill? Associated
Tress,
I ord
Itohcrt expressed the fur-thbelief that the new peace ofn
fensive would be largely for
consumption, Ixcutise "the
riders of Germany know if Uiey
liavc to rely on their own
they cannot hold out
much longer."
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Holbrook,

Ivit k, Alias Hoy Davis, a

Elop- -j

and
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Wesley

fugitive from
Justice for the past three year and
noted Oklahoma bad mart, wai nhot
and killed tlis, afternoon by Sheriff
I!. L. Newman, after an all
night und
day chase over the desert. ,
Coincident with )i death of the
f ,
criminal wa theA arrival of Sher'ft
-- S' h
4
4
A 1
WJ. Ballard of Jefferson
comity,
Oklahoma, who was hot on the trail
it K'lrk after having received Inform-- ;
'
Hon that he was In this locality.
in Jail at the present time is Jim
Stillwell, uncle of Kirk, who with a
This news picture, just p:is-Cby (he cciwor, shows the (irsl
prismier-i- , to be iiileriul in the ('tilted Suites, guing through the double gales of woman is held here charged with
(he War Prison t'anip al
of other Interned men can lie seen inside the barbed wire eiiclimnie ualliug to Street them. The stealing an automobile from. W&urlke,
Mcl'hcrsoii, (in. Scoi-enew prisoners arc from the Gorman
S. K. I'limiliii.
Okla.. which conveyed tho trio to Holcaptured by the
brook. TUfl machine wa atolen April
?. and, the purty has been on the road,
ATTACKS ON SEDITION
stopping off at various polnta to reak
!
THE WEATHER
RETURNED BOYS
money enough to continue on to the
MEASURE ARE RESUMED
coast where It Is supposed they r.eie
bound.
FORECAST.
Kirk Attacks Mexican.
MOHNN JOURNAL PICtAl. LIMIO WIHg
in
Kirk came into local prominence
on
Washington, May 3. Attacks
Denver, Colo., May 3. For New
T
COMPLAIN
last
were
night when he attacked a Mexlcj.i
the sedition bill
resumed today
Mexico: Saturday partly cloudy with
with a sand bug and seriously injured
in the annate with conference report
occasional ruin; Sunday generally fair
him. officers started on his trail and
land warmer.
eliminiatlng Senator France's amendthe hunt wound up In Kirk's death toment which would permit truthful
statements, itnder fire. Senators also
UH.1L IlKl'OltT.
0 BUY ANOTHER
DRY
WAR
TO PROSECUTION day.Finding that 'he was about to bo
denounced the clause authorizing the
to
is
decide
what
postmaster general
A summary of local weather condicaptured, the bandit .alopped an o'nl
nonmailable matter.
man on horseback und at the point ot
tions for the twenty-fou- r
hours enda pistol compelled him to dismount.
Senator Overman of North Carolina,
ing at 6 p. m. last night follows: Maxin charge of the bill, announced at the
imum tempi rtiiure. 70 decrees; miniriding off with the stolen horse clout-- I
MORNING
JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE)
MORNINU
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outset that he would keep the senate J, W. Hoopes of Federal Re mum, 4': range, 30: temperature ut
ly followed by Sheriff Newman, v.ho
.1.
Hot Spi'MiK. Ark.. May 3
Adop Counsel
May
the
for
Chicago,
In session all night if necessary to dis6 p. m., 61: cast wind;
partly cloudy. tion of okoIii, ions petitioning con- government in the trial of more than was close enough ut the time to wit- - '
serve Bank, Dallas, bays
:
pose of the measure.
ncss the holdup.
Senator McCumber of North
gress to pass a national bone dry law 100 members of the IndiiHtriul WorkNewman dismounted from his horse
EnThis
District
Has
Taken
said the bill would not interfere
c.h a war measure, and a message sent, ers ut the World, charged with vioand commandeering
an automobile '
with liberty of speech.
to Senator A. A .Jones, chairman ot lating the espionage act, today ques- that came along shortly ufterward 4
emy's First Entrenchments, TIMETABLES OF
tioned
of
the
employes
organization soon overhauled the thief who Jumpthe woman's suffrage committee, unk in an effort
orove that the nlleirnd ed from
his horee and fired point
ing that b submit the national suf- - conspiracy
lo disrupt the war pro- blank at Newman aa he approached
so that democracy gram was entered into at general
rV MORN1NO JOUHNAL RPtCIAL LEASED WIRI)
amendment,
tragc
the spot.
HILL NO. 82 IS
Dallas. Tex., May 3 (by J. VV.
here shortly
in the I 'iiitcd Sliiies may bo complete headquarters
before
Is Instantly Kilh-d- .
HUNS IN FRANCE
merica 's declaration of war.
and a pledge not to cut wheat or a ny
Hoopes, Federal Reserve Bank).
The latter fired one shot from a
Miss
Hilda S"ary. private secretary
Have you ever heard of a soldier re0
of its product: until September l.i
rifle which pierced the hlun 8 .
turned from the war who complained
were the iiiistuudiug features of the to William l. ("Big Mill") Haywood, be started to flee, the bullet enteilntf
a
as
government witness, his side and protruding through the
liusinesH
CAPTURED AFTER of his lot, or ever for one moment retoday of tho Ceneral appearing
ARE BEHIND TIM E Federationsession
of Women's clubs in bien testified that, meetings of the gener- abdomen.
gretted having fought?
Heath was iistanteoue.
al executive hoard were frequent early
Men have come buck without their
nial session here.
Stiilwoll Is said to have left a wife
!U ,, but declared she
of
,hP
was
The
recom
"I'fmg
taken
;"1
ac.ion
upon
sight, without their limbs, and in
and four children when he eloped
menilatioii (,f the president. Mrs. Jo - had "o knowledge of any unusual pro. with the other woman.
various stages of physical disability,
They, ; Will
siah Kvans Cowbs. The bone drv res reelings at these conferences.
FRENCH ATTACK hut the first case has yet to be rebe taken back to Oklahoma.
cross
Examination
I'nder
corded of one who complained. There Their Endeavors to Advance in olution was presented hy Mrs. Hubert
by counsel
Kirk was 22 years old and an
is something in our imperfect human
Hiirdette, chairman of the resolutions for the defense, Miss Henry testified
slacker.
fib"
to
access
ami
hail
sendall
nature that makes us glad we have
authorized
committee,
the
corrcspondnce
Flanders and on Somme, ing of telegrams t members of the unci records at the general
"
done a good thing.
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Taking of This Important
2,T)00,Ono members of Hit Mleratioii. I. W. W. voluntarily and not to secure
Eleventh federal reserve, district will
IN A GREAT DEMAND
her position, anil concluded:
at a Deadlock,
sition Greatly Relieves Pres feel as the soldiers do. Nothing but
still,
Told To Tell Truth.
satisfaction and the greater the sacBY MORNINS JOURNAL SRECAL LEASEO WIRll
"Mr. Haywood and counsel for the
sure Upon Amiens, One rifice the Rreater the satisfaction.
me to tell the court
defense
instructed
Washington, Mary 3. Although the
I want to congratulate every man,
WIRE
HUNS
MAY
NO
tV MORNINO JOURNAL SRSCAL LEASED
T
douwoman and child who has bought a
in France,
Objective of Germans,
jail I know, truthfully and accurately production of sulphuric acid has war
British Headquarters
as possible. They told, me there was bled since the beginning of the
bond and sent this district over the May 3 (via nttawa.) A tremendous
.to be no secrecy about any of our af-- ! it will not equal America'a explosive
top. We are now in the first enemy's prescendo of gunfire has broken out
trenches. Let's raise a cheer and get this morning, the principal increase
fairs."
program hy the end of the year, ArMORNINa JOURNAL CPBCIAL LKAS1D W1RI,
over
second
thle
(into
The following telegram was sent thur K. Wells, acid expert of the butrenches for being apparent in the Lys region.
SAY
YPRES
Paris, May 3. The French made an
reau of mines told the senate mines
to the chairman of the Judiciary comtimetables of the
attack late yesterday on the front .bv complete victory; that is, a great big
The
It is only Just Germansobjective
mittee of the l'nited States senate to- - committee today at a hearing? on the
tween Hallles and Castol, southeast oversubscription.
indiento that they are finddav by Haywood and the secretaries mineral control bill. Wells favored
of Amiens, and captured Hill 82 and ahead.
ing their tusk to advance in Flanderr.
The figures at 2 o'clock today were and on the Somme, where they are
of the various branehcR of the I. W. a price guarantee for two years on
the wood on the Avre river nearby,
GERMAN PRESS w. throughout the country:
he war office announces.
, $84,242,300 actually inscribed, on our yet at a standstill, much heavier than
pyrites to increase proauciion.
e
books. One hundred and thirty-ninRavenel MacBeth of Mackay, Idaho,
"The undersigned demand a thorThe statement follows:
they anticipated.
counties
have
was
the
much bombing
officially "gone ovr
Last night there
ough investigation of the Industrial representing pyrites producers in Orex
"In the region south of
will
and
an
a
others
be
airentente
the
many
both
of
the
before
World
Workers
sides,
gon, Washington, Montana, Idaho and
any
acUvity on
today there was violent ar- top,'
nounced tomorrow.
men infill ting heavy casaultics.
rte legislation such as that proposed Wyomnig, asked Wells why governtillery firing by both the combatants
SY MORNINd
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cities
bill
In the
The Australians carried out successpassed by ment help in development was neces- as well as fairly spirited infantry en- in The standing of the principal
of a minor
London, via Ottawa, Mav .'I, it is congress."
percentago of quota are as follows: ful
snry, pointing out that explosive mangagements near the monument in the
dur-inworthy that with tho lull in the
Miss Klizabeth
Service, for two ufacturers are "enormously wealth."
Beaumont, 133 per cent: Galveston. character at
coarse of which the French troops
while
Canadians
the
116 per cent; Fort Worth, 110' per ing tho night,
fighting since the Herman eVfent at years stenographer and hookeoper at Wells replied the manufacturers use ,
gained some ground.
mopped up a strong post, taking sevpies all ifcrmun talk of tho "kaiser's the general headquarters, identified bromstone largely for their acid.
"South of the Avre, the French late cent; Shreveport, 109 per cent; San en
five
and
guns.
machine
battle" has vanished.
107
The German letters and documents seized In the
H. S. Lnmson of New Tork. an Im100
cent;
Antonio,
prisoners
Houston,
per
yesterday carried out a local operation
a
Further north the British rushed
experts and newspapers have now government's raid, told of the methods porter, told the committee tht governwhich met with perfect success. Our per cent.
machine gun emplacement, clearing been instructed to warn the people of handling funds, all of which pass- ment financing to a certain point was
troops attacked the German positions
It out and bringing In three survivors that n m.w Se(1an
oogRjijlo; that ed through her hands and testified the best Incentive towards encouragbetween Hailles and Castel (a front 31 MEN AND 1 WOMAN
of
the garrison
Ypres is very strong, that tho liri'
of about one and
concerning meetings of the leaders ing the production of manganese.
miles).
most
have
fought
We took possession of Hill 82 and the
stubbornly u." early last, year.
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Is
all.
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not
of
that,
Ypres
wotd bordering on the Avre. The
STREET CAR COMPANY
portance for the nermann. They d,
number of prisoners taken exceeds
BY MORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASEO WIRE
HUNS IN UKRAINE
clarc that the
command muj
100, including four officers.
WANTS HIGHER FARES.
FORCE S
St. Louis. Mo.. May 3. Indictments
decided not to take Ypres.
"In the region of the Alltette the
men and one
Sir William Robertson's warping
charging thirty-on- e
French repulsed a German raiding woman
rHV MORN, NO JOUR"! V. SRSCUi I
with disloyalty were returned
A0 W1RS1 i
that the war Is likely to last for a
party. French reconnoitering detach- today hy a federal
Denver, Colo.. May 3. The Denver
jury. Among
long time yet is commented upon in
ments were active, especially in the inose indicted wasgrand
GOAL
AFTER
ARE
Dr. Charles H.
company, which
operates
London as timely. It Ih pointed out
Woevre and. in Lorraine, bringing
TAKEN SEBASTOPOL Tramway
the street cars of Denver, todav np- Weinberg, president, until it. disbandthat one reason why American inback 'prisoners."
MeH
tn
the
Colorado
ed, of the Missouri branch of the
state, utilities
tervention did not sooner become acn
commission for an increase in rates.
alliance.
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in
some
is
because
America
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JOURNAL
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members of the I. W. W. also are
The fare now paid by passengers Is 5
made arrangements for intervention
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named in the indictments.
cents. The company set no definite
Hasel, Switzerland, May 3. German on an immense
scale and she realized
with
on
base
tiie
C.
Gerin
a
2
F.
a
amount of increase in. its petition,
I'krinne,
via
man
of troops
Schroeder,
London).
ltfrlin, May
traveling
COMMAXDEIt-IX-CHIEHoffensive
against man
Denver who was 'arrested at a local line between Kkaterinoslav and Khar- that a successful
forces
leaving this to the discretion of the1
have
Scbastopol,
occupied
be
win
to
necessary
hotel on March 19 on information that kov, have advanced in the reeion of Germany might
the great Russian fortress in the commission. Rising rosts because of
Paris. May S. The military
war
tnp
coal
he had proclaimed himself a "kaiser-ite,- " the Donetz rlvtr
basin, according
Crimea.
According to the otfieiul the war are given as the cause (or tho
The Times refers to n dispatch from communication from headquarters the request.
authority of General Foch, as a
is among those Indicted.'
to dispatches received here.
.result of the Italian adhesion, has
Washington stating that diplomats an- town was taken without fighting.
been extended to all the western
Marine Corps Casnultios.
The Donetz river coal region Is in ticipate a' peace move but that no
Studying Aircraft Production, i
fronts and the general now be- 8.
Alien! Jlomo Rule.
Washington, May 3. Casualties In the eastern part of the government of offer of mediation, even from the
Washington.
May
Secretary
comes commander-in-chie- f
of all
be
the
extends
considered.
will
3.
In
in
into the govern- pope
marine corps
service
Any proContrary to the Baker announced late todav that hi
Europe, Kharkov und
Iondon, May
the allied armies in the west, says
announced today by the navy depart- ment of the Hon Cossacks. This re- posal of peace must come from'
of
on
was
News
statement
aircraft
yesterday
studying the report
Dally
Marcel Rutin In the Echo do
ment, show three privates
Times declares and the althe Times and Chronicle today say production made bv Gutzen Borglum,
slightly port shows that the German advance,
t wounded.
Paris.
They are Hoy B. Graham, in, southern Russia has extended to n lies will meet anv such move with the that the government is going ahead the sculptor, and if he found facts tn
Charles a. Gordon and Thomas 8. line almost directly north from the aamo unbroken front as they met tho with an Irish home rule bill which Is t to warrant action would order an
;r
Killian.
eastern shore of the sea of Azoy.
official inquiry,
latest offensive.
assuming definite shape.
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"If wo fail too put five million
men on the fighting line before
the end of another year," he continued, "we will again have grossly failed to measure up to our
moral duty, We will have charged
to our discredit another year of
colossal blunders."
Senator McCumber contrasted
a
statement of President Schwab of the
emergency fleet corporation, that the
United Stales would produce ship tonnage of only ten million deadweight in
1919 with estimates of
losses
of seven million pross tons in 1918,
and said:
It Tn Suicidal.
"A program which contemplates but
ten million tonnage is trifling with the
most serious question that ever
the people of this country. It
Is worse than trifling: it Is suicidal.
"Our only hope of winning this
war la in being able to keep our
allies In the field another year.
That means that It is Incumbent
upon us to supply them with food.
If we can't get armies into the
trenches let us at least feed and
snd munitions to those who are

fighting our battles."
Senator McCumber asserted that
what we hao"' lacked most was the
foresight and determination to get up
and be doing "when the flying sparks
cf that great world war threatened to
produce a conflagration that might
force us on the firing line,
Have Gotten H
"We sem to have
wildered in a maze
things that we have

wlldcrcd.
gotten so beof the little
lost sight of
the great requirements," ho said.
"The failure
ot our shipping
board is th most aggravating exof
to grasp a''blg
failure
ample

er
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situation."
Unparalleled national extravagance
was another reason of failure, he con-

tended.
"We have been literally burning up the money which the tax
payers have cheerfully paid to
create and support n fighting
army," he charged. "While we
can't win this war without buying
Liberty no nils neither can we win
it by making bonfires of the mon-e- v
received from liberty Bonds."
The bluster of the public press, he
said, which has grossly exaggerated
everything in our favor has been another factor In the delay.
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COLORADO

EXPECTS TO
GO OVER TOP SHORTLY
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Villers-Bre-tonneu-

lV MOANINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LUIID WISH
Denver, Colo., May 3. Indications
tnat Colorado would oversubscribe its
Third Liberty Loan quota SO per cent
became apparent in official tabula'
tions reported by banks throughout
the state this afternoon.
Official
sales increased nearly a million dollars over yesterday, according to figures given out at state loan Headquarters. Tota( official sales to date are
state's quota is
$27,643,200. The
It
slightly mora than $20,000,000.
was announced today that the banks
in the city of Denver have made no
official returns of sales made ainco
April 26, and bankers expressed con-- ;
fidence that when subscriptions for
this period were tabulated the saler
for the entire state would touch
0,

New

Talking Machine a Trnst,
York,

May

3.

The

Victor

Talking Machine company was held
to be an illegal combination in restraint of trade in a final decree signed late today by Federal Judge Augustus N. Hand. The court issued the
usual dissolution restraining orders in

such cases.
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h
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German-America-
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Heads Aircraft Board.

Washington, May 3. John D. Ryan
of Montana, who wa$ recently selected to take charge of aircraft production was formally nominated today
hy President Wilson to be chairman of
the aircraft board.
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Every household

should have a jar
of Kesinol Ointment on hand for emergencies like these. A touch of Kesinol

usually relieves the smarting and burning immediately. Its gentle, harmless
ingredients, and its success in healing
eczema and simijar troubles, have also
inadeit a standard treatment prescribed
for years by physicians fur skin and
scalp troubles. Do get a jar today !
All drnrrists Mil Reilnol Ointment. For trial
Retinol, BiltimcreMd.
lu, tree, write Dept.

puit Adiu- -rovlielnl offc-'- -i of
P Prri nevt Mon
G.-qin-

fl"e loei.1

f,i
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?if stooth
".in" t'eadone rtf rs
-i
street and at 8 o'clock on the

f's' fds.

burns and bruises
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Slate officials
Washington, May
today received calls fi r nion to fill
the May draft quota. Officials here
diij not make public the number of
men to be called, but it is estimated
that about I'SOwO will be inducted
into service during the nunth. The
men will start for the camps about

t
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Later the provost marshal general's
office announced that the call was
men.
for
I!y this order the war department
abandons its plan of assembling men
in even monthly Increments ,of approximately 1(10,000. The call for.
this
L'0, 000 in April jiid 233,000
month will bring out in two months
half of tho number originally contemplated fur the year. Officials mudo
it clear that it is the purpose to mobilize all the men for whom equipment
nd trainiiii; faeilitics cun be provid-id- .
Oil Popular Itasis.

The May draft allotments were
made on the population basis heretofore used but subsequent distribution of quotas will be much, altered
when the number of men furnished
by any state is computed from the
number of availables it has in class

Telegrams

one.

The men called out this month will
be mobilized generally at the cantonments to which men from the same
states have previously been sent. Som?
of the camps will have beeirxonvert-e- d
into replacement divisions.
I'nder the increased army plan a
may
great number of new divisions
With authority now asked
be created.
to
create
fightfor unlimited power
ing units, some of the men of the .May
draft may be assigned to these new
organizations.
The men were ordered to entrain
befor camp' Within five days' period toThiH brings the
ginning May
tal number of men called fur tbe
month of May including special class-

approximately 305,000.
Slate Apportionments,
anions
The apportionment

states is as follows:
to
8, 820
Alabama

Camp

the
Sevier,

" Arizona

1,784 to Camp Cody, X. M.
300 to Camp Beaure
Arkansas
gard. La.: 414 to Camp Pike, Aih.
Cody.
Colorado 2,079 to Camp
X. M.

3,845 to Camp I pton,

Connecticut

460 to Camp Dix, X.
Delaware
Florida 202 to Cump Gordon, Ou.
Georgia S78 to Camp Gordon, (la.
Idaho 791 to ('amp LewiH, Wash.
Illinois 5,000 to Camp Wheeler,
Ga.; 5.000 to Camp Grant, 111.; 4, id's
(amp Gordon, (In.; 4,3(11 to Camp
Shelby, Miss.
Indiana 3,476 to Camp Taylor, Ky,
Iowa
654 to Camp Dodge, la.
Kansas 4,871 to Camp Funston,
.

Ka lis.

Kentucky

Journal Wunt

f, SI

to Camp Taylor,

1

Louisiana
3,90s to Camp
gard. La.
Maine 1,514 to Camp

Ueaurej-Deven-

Maryland

2.3S9

(o Camp

Md.

Meade,

.

2,203 to Camp I'p-toX. Y.; 200 to Camp Devens, jMass.
5,000 to Camp Wheeler,
.Michigan
Ga.; 5,149 to Camp Custer, Mich.
Minnesota 4,7 4 to Camp Lewis.

Massachusetts

Wash.
Mississippi

to Camp Pike,
2,000
1.H49 to Cump Shelby, Miss.
Missouri 500 to Fort lliley, Kuns.;
7,257 to Camp Dodge. In.
Montana 2,163 to Camp Lewis,
Wash.
Xebraska-- r 1,573 to Camp Dodge,
la.
Xew Hampshire 624 to Camp

AH;.;

Mass.

Kv Jersey

N.J.

New
X. M.

to

7,677

t rsoiu.
.

!

.4

J

000 PRESENT

Iix

Camp

Xew Mexico.
Mexico IIS5 to Camp

Cody,

New York G.S00 to Camp Dix, X
J.; (1.S50 to Camp Hancock, Ga.; 7,600
to camp t 'in. ii. X. Y.; 9,700 to Camp
W.Klsworth, S. C; L.ISO to Camp Se
vier, s. (
North Carolina
8,114to Camp
Jackson, S. v.
North Dakota
Lewto
Cumn
1,230
is, Wash.
Ohio 9,800 to Camp Gordon, Ga.;
J.oott to camp Sheridan, O.j 7,233 to
Camp Taylor, Ky.
Oklahoma
3,400 to Camp Bowie,
Tex.; 2,449 to Fort Riley, Kans.
Pennsylvania
7,700
tO)
Camp
Meade, Md.; 4,000 to Camp Lee, Vu.;
3,000 to Camp Humphreys, Va.; 2,923
to Cnnip (iree nlcaf, S. C.
'Rhode Island 1,263 to Camp
N. v.
faotitli Carolina
1,900 to
Camp
jacKson, is. ; jkK to Camp Wads-wortS. C.
Sou.h Dakota
1,040 to Camp Lewis, Wash.
Tennessee
to Camp Pike,
4,130
Ark.
TeXas-2,2to Camp Cody. X. M.l
1.124 to Ciunp Howie, Tex.: 'fi, 000 to
:
Camp Travis, Tex. '
(Ttah
(!08 to Camp Ij?wis, Wash.
Vermont
599 to Camp
Devens,
Mnsis.
Up-lo-

.

Hufic Crowd

- Packs
Hopewell
for Physical Drills:
Students Show Results of

Training.

One of the best illusti ations of the
progress of Albuqueniue's schools in
physical training was given yesterday afternoon when all of the school
children of the city combined in a May
day fete at Hopewell jficld. More than
a thousand! people attended the affair.
o
Motor cars wer pnrkd in a solid
around Ihe field and the improvised grandstand was filled long before the (dose of the program because
of their inability to obtain a place
from where they could see the drills
and exercises.
The pupllH showed the result of
careful trutning in their evolutions
and performed tho most intricate exercises without a' hifch.
Music was
furnished from a Victrola with a special horn attachment which threw the
music throughout the entire field.
The program opened with four military drills by the boys of the seventh
and eighth grades armed with rifles.
The bovs passed through the drills
and their
with military precision
movements won the, hourly, applause
of th,. large audience.
with the
The songs ami dances,
singing games, were carried out by
the pupils of the lower grades In
Kven the
charge of iheir teachers.
smallest pupils performed their parts
with exactinss which spoke well for
th" tea. hers.
The program closed, with a flag drill
and "America" sung by the entire assembly.
Following is the program for the afternoon
Military Drill .Seventh Kighth Grades
Captain Latif Hyder
Military Drill, Flank Movoment ..
Kighth Grade Central
Captain Dale Snyder
Movement ..
Flank
Military Drill,
Library School
Captain Milo Llnthlcum
Military and Jlayonct Drill
High School
Captain Walter Hernandez
Folk
Dunkirk-(a "Chinics of
First Grade
Dance
(hi "Oats, Peas. Means and Hurley." Singing Game,
(a) "Looby Loo," Singing Game..
Second Grades
(h) "Seven Jumps," ' Danish Folk
Dance.
(a) "In the Arena, Free KXerelscs
Fourth Grades
(b) Field Day School Honk.
(a) Tantoli," Swedish Folk Dances
Third. Grades
(b) "Children's Polka.
(a) Declaration of Allegiancn and
rcseniatiun of Athletic Madges
Mr. Milne
(b) "For a Fetter America"
"Jolly Crowd," a Roundel . . . .
Seventh Grade Girls
'
(a) Free Kxercises
.
.
. .Ninth
and Tenth Grade Girls
'
(b) "Dorothy Three Step"
and
tho Hutterfly" ...
(a) "Cupid
Fight Grade Girls
(hi "Vignokcr lain Dance
"Highland Schottische"
Fifth Grades
"The Villagers
Dutch Character
Dance
l y Membrss of Aesthetic Dancing
Chits
"Sicilitino," Aesthetic Dance
....Ninth and Tenth Graf? Girls
(a "Magyar," tho Russian Soldier
in Holiday Spirit
I

()

'

00

Virginia 8,135 to Camp Lcc, Vu.
518 to Camp Lewis,
Washington
Wash.
West Virginia
4,797 to Camp Lee,
'

Wyoming
Wash.

i
--

10,007

167

to

.

to Camp Grant,
Cump

Lewis.
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AT 8 P.M.
BY

General E. E. SWINTON
Secretary British War Cabinet,
Inventor of the British Tank.

British Admiralty Learns That
Zeebrugge Channel Is Still
Blocked; May Remain So
For Some Time to Come,
V

MORNINO JOURNAL

B

FECIAL LIACCD

Supported by

Frank

and British

have stood

It is a great compliment to the Southwest to have a
man of General Swinton's international fame visit us.
He will speak on subjects of the deepest interest, and
with authority.
Every citizen should attend, if only out of courtesy
to our distinguished guest.

WIR'I

shoulder

,

to

the defense of Ypres and
the high ground which forms a bulwark in front of the channel ports,
the Germans have, as indicated by the
most recent reports, turned to the
southern side of the angle in the allied lines in northern France.
On' Thursday night and Friday the
German artillery had seemingly centered its fire on. the lino between
Givenchy and the Xeippo forest, and
it may be that the enemy soon will
launch nn attack agamst this vital
section of the British line.
Dispatches from the British headquarters tell of a tremendous cannonade in the Lys region, which may be
taken to mean the part of the Flanders battle field at or near Merville,
Where the Germans intole their great-e,in

advance lust fall.
S'Mitlisayinc (lip Public
Articles appearing in the German
newsnaper.s would seem to indicate
efforts to prepare the German people
for nn announcement that there will
to take
he no immediate attempt
,
Ypres.
Experts, writin' what may be considered inspired reviews of the situation, say that nothing would be gained
by the capture of the ruined city. This
may mean that the Germans will turn
their attention to some other part of
the front for a new effort and the
bombardment of the lines near Merville and further east may be tW
first step in nn attempt either to bore
armies, or
straight through the allied south
and
cut through toward the
force a British retirement from the
Arras-Len-

s

salient.

ns known, no infantry fight
sector in the
ing has occurred in this
'
last day.
Move.
Next
Awaiting
While waiting for the Germans to
make the next move, the allies have
their
not been Idle. All along the line llnn-gar.l
patrols have been active and at before
nnd
Amiens, thev have taken tactical positions from the Teutons. One of these
of Castel,
positions was Hill 82. north
a height which afforded good observation of the allied communication
.
lines.
The British admiralty has found
ii
that tbe channel nt Zeebrugge.
which old British cruisers recently
were sunk during the naval raid on
on the
the German submarine bases nnd
will
Belgian coast, is still blocked
considerable
a
for
prnbjihlv remain so
Teutime in suit of the efforts of tbe
around
tons to dredge a new channelwrecks
of
the obstacles formed by the
the warships.
stn fin- -

Villers-Bretonneu-

'

SANTA FE READING
ROOM ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT; LAST OF YEAR
read-in- n
The cl, sing of the Santa Fe c usroom entertainments and the
of the road in
ing effort of employes
the Third Liberty Loan drive will he
combined tonlghl.in an entertainment
C
to be given in the Young Men s hrisextian association building, which Is
produced
yet
to
rival
anything
pected
The last meeting
in this connection.
arof the employes was held In the
best of
mory and was pronounced the accomthe season, With an equally
am.
plished entertainment company
three speakers, each with isa vital mesexpected,
sage, tonight's program
to use the terms of the employes
he
a
"peach."
to
themselves,
will
The Lillian Ammalee company evrn-Inof the
provide the entertainment
acan
is
herself
Miss Ammalee
Lois Dyson,
pianist.
complished
known as the violinist who makes you
"forget yourself," and F.thol Kmily
singer, both
Pratt, a
have won the approval of western musical critics and arc certain to win
their way to the hearts of Albuquerque citizenH tonight.
The speakers for tonight are Benjamin Scovell of the Canadian military
forces. Judge R. P. Barnes and James
.1. Hunov, assistant yardmasler for the
Santa' Fe here. Scovell is recognized
as an orator of ability nnd brings directly from the trenches a message
which is certain to rouse the patriotism and fighting blood of his audience.
speakJudge Barnes Is a
er, who speaks as the courier of the
to
limited
also
government. Haney,
four minutes, .brings messages' of interest to local trainmen.
The program tonight will begin
promptly at 8:15 o'clock.
mezzo-contral-

to

four-minu-

JOURNAL

t.IC.AL LKilD WIRB
Utah: May 3. The

Salt Lake City,
fury hearing the case of Rev. B. Henry LeeHtnan of Ogiten and Sites Augusta Minnie Deckman of Seattle, on
trial in tho I'nlted States dintrlet court
hT on a charge of violation of the
espionage act, returned a verdict of
net guilty here today.
The Rev. Leesman and Miss Deck-Twire accused of attempting to
deliver a letter to n prisoner in the
"i"'"'' "M"! inter-iccamp at Fort
..;
Duuijius uur litre.
"i

nt

registered at Sprague, Wash., and answered his questionnaire at Bakers-fielCalif. The Washington
draf
board, however, claims to have heard
nothing from him since he registered
and classes him as a deserter.
The local draft board, before whom
Ellis anpeared yesterday, decided to
have him examined this morning by
rr. W. O. Hone and see if he is physically unfit for army service, as be
claims to he the ease, or if he should
be inducted into the service. Should
the Intter be decided upon, arrangements will he made to send him to a
training camp.

G. O'Dell

OF OMAHA.

Having met with a reverse in their
operations on the northern side of the
Flanders sulient, wTiero the French

shoulder

V

f
AT HK
AUDITORIUM

ALLIES DIG IN WHILE
GERMANS ARE RESTING

DESERTER NABBED
(b) Hussar
'
.('lass In Aesthetic Dancing
BY LOCAL POLICE
Sixth Grades
"Flag Drill"
"America" ....Audience and Schools
Fred M. Ellis was arrested Thurs
day night by rant. Pat CVGrady on
COUPLE ACQUITTED OFInsuspicion of being a deserter.
vestigation made by department of
ANY DISLOYAL ACTION Justice
officials here indicates that ho
tlV

ill
i

Today

YPRES

H

B.

t

address in which he announced that
Albuqueniue's total in the'- Lilxrt?
Bond campaign has reached 'f!)!), 750.
He reported yesterday's subscriptions
among the railroad men as follows:
$(100;
shops,
freight department,
$1,300: storage department, $:150 anil
the Wells Fargo F.xpress company.
total us $1,750 or 100 per cent.

L

DRTPIflTIP MITT
l H I II III I III IV ll I
I
III II IU I IU IllUb I
I

TO TALK B0ND5;FIVE DIVISIONS

;t

,

Mass.

'.s onsln

AOs

DA! FETE

:

Ky.

111.

Manuela rtascon.

J

eir-cl-

es to

Va,

Postal.

Thomas A. Mill, former president of
me aeronautical socitv, has issued a
challenge to Allen II. Hawley, presi
dent of the Aero dub of America, or
any army officers to discuss the sub- jeci oi aircraft Inefficiency of the
government. Hft says be will leave
the issue to a jury and if he loses he
will give $1,000 to a ehailtv if Mr.
Hawley will do the same.

Splendid

.

Undelivered

A, HILL

'M.t'

lV MORN.NQ JOURNAL flRIC.AL LIAS1D W.Rtl
"Eyeglasses Tuat Satisfy"
Washington, May 3. With only one
The Most Modern and Completely Equipped Optical Parlor In the ..lav of the Third Liberty loan
remaining the' total of subscrip-itioiiEntire Southwest
rose nearly to the three
Fourth Street. Third Door North billion tonight
dollar level, leaving ,1 big task
of Postyjffice.
fur loan workers tomorrow to gather
in enough eleventh linur pledges to
Phone 1057 fcr Appointment!.
insure the billion or two oversubscrip- lion sought by tho treasury,
official reports tonight showed
HOMEY ATMOSPHERE
$2.40,4(M(0. an increase since last
2X3.70U, which is the
night, of
OF HOTEL CLIFT IS
biggest day's business recorded since
the campaign opened four weeks ago.
LAUDED BY PATRONS
The campaign will close officially
at midnight Saturday, local time, and
of the country's
most
27,000 banks
liPSClAL CORRC5PGNDENC1 TO MORNING JOURNAL!
will remain open through the evening
San Francisco, Calif., May 3.
to ac commodate procrastinating bond
Rich, manager of tho Clift hotel,
Without doubt the day will
has proved to he a master nt creating buyers.
tie the biggest of the campaign. The
will
be boosted tomorrow by the
Evfcr since he assumed total
hospitality.
of subscriptions already
recording
management of the towering hostelry made
but not supported by initial
at Geary nnd Taylor streets lie has
and consequently not ofmade a close, study of the wants and payments,
ficially reported,
desires of visitors stopping nt that inNot Overly Hopeful,
stitution. Today the ('lift hotel holds
Treasury officials tonight apparent-- I
a reputation throughout the country ly were not
that the loan
of harboring perhaps t ho most genial would run to four billions or more
anil, therefore, they were insistent
hospitality of any hotel on the Pa. ific
n,nirn rom'.nittees tomorrow
coast.
get every possible subscription.
"The secret of successful hotel on-- !
The headquarters review again cm
eratlon is to anticipate the needs o'fjphasized that it is necessary to pay
guests rather than be forced to supply only 5 per cent of the subscription
any needed service. Hy giving service when the pledge is entered, the hub
that is beyond reproach in every way, ance to be paid by installments later,
by aiming to please and doing every- Dallas declares unofficially it has
thing possible to make the guest's so-- ! oversubscribed at least efour million.
counties
.tourn a pleasant one, is the rightful One hundred and twenty-fivover
uuiy or me successful hotel manage- are officially reporter! to have
states
bv
subscribed.
ment," says Mr. Itich.
Percentages
"Guests, and especially those from within the district are: Arizona,
interior points, don't want to feel as Louisiana. 115; New .Mexico.
if they are In a strange place when Texas '.is, and Oklahoma, 8S.
enter a Dig lintel. Thev want to
iney
feel at home and
see to It that niy
WANTS TO
employes do their utmost to place tho TANCREDI
guests at eomrort.
The Clift Is one of the most modern
JOIN THE ARMY AND
popular-pricehotels In San FranKAISER
HELP
cisco. It is of reinforced concrete and
steel construction
and is absolutely
location makes
fireproof. Its
Nick Tailored! appeared before the
it enutlv ReCeuQilil.. In nil ..in.... a ;,r in.
said
threat. Including the Presidio, tbe fer- - ,,),'al (ll:lft ,,,";ml yesterday andAmor-iean
he
was anxious to enlist in the
lies, art center, civic center, theaters
In
a
and
have hand
army
bringand shops. A special effort has been
exerted in providing splendid dining ing about the c' wnfall of the kaiser,
service and the hotel is conducted on on tho surface there is nothing
both American and Knropean plans.
strange about such a request, ns hun
Manager Hich states that owing to dreds fif young Americans are doing
the many interesting military scenes hhe simp thing these days. In Tan- find events to be found in and in the ccnli's ease, however, tho situation is
vicinity of San Francisco, thousands different, He is nn Italian elti7.cn nnd
of visitors will invade the bnv city this not subject to draft.
Put he was so
summer and the ('lift expect to get anxious
to get Into the game that he
its full share of visitors."
waived his
and agreed
'o enter the army without unv action
being taken by this government to
nlace him therein. His refluent was
be sent
granted end he will
with i:m:mv.
to en nip nt an rarlv dav.
I.
Wi'liam
volunteered
has
.lohson
WMh the American Army in is
and it is eio'e likely ihnt he will go
France, May 3 (by the Associat-e- d
to
Fort
McDowell.
Cilif.. with the
Press). In a desperate air
n"xt Increment from Rornalillo conn- lines
fight over the American
northwest of Tout today ''harles
The fleet corporation h"" nsked that
W. ( 'ha t.ma n. Jr., of Watcrflio,
In., and a German pilot with 4 P. Tramblev be exempted from nrmv
r'ice Tr",TMv who r"r.itered
whom he was fighting, plunged f
to earth inside the German lines,
here, is emnioved ns n machinist p
in ip navy yard, and
mh their machines wrci.p; .1 in
Va"et,i
Is regarded cs a valuable man 1" his
flatue:;.
local draft
nrcsent jiosition.
The
a' a eieet'ng last, evening com-.'villi the fleet corporation's rc- "l'0,"i

Kesmol
First aid for cuts
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Mil-

lion or More Over Subscrip-

C. H. CARNES,
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at

Trained

Be

Camp
Cody; Twenty-onHundred Texas Recruits
Be Drilled There Also,

MOST TO THREE

Phone No. 251

n

985

TO FURNISH

UPON

tit ,y!
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North First.

7

TAKE

Artillery Activity Indicates Enemy WilJ Make Its Next Attack Between Givenchy and
the Neippe Forest, ,

Quota
Is
Commonwealth
Expected to Furnish at Once

OlUiinwu"
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Of unusual ir,'
the citizens of Ar

.

1

Ap- -

State Officials Have Been

Every Mower Guaranteed to
Give Perfect Satisfaction.
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Saturday, May 4, 1918.
$1,000 Defi for Debate
S, DEFEATED

II

233,742

awn

I'
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Albuquerque Morning Journal.

"Ottumwa All Steel"
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ARE USED BY HUNS

Speakers Tell of Hun Atrocities and How American Men
Are Fighting for Liberty of
Those at Home,

rY

MORN.Na JOURNAL SPECIAL LKAtCO WIRE!

London, .May 3. A representative
of General Radcliffe director of
operations at the war oof f ice. to- situation
up the military
Jfiy summed
n.. t.. 11. .......
An tUn .............
"In the north while the Germans
failed in the objeit they made their
right Hank secure by the capture of
Kemmel, but we must regard the operation from the viewpoint of econ- omy of men and they used up five
nivi.xions irom tno general reserve
Inides seven or eight divisions previous- mil-ita-

rv

Members of the Brotherhood of
Kailway Trainmen held a patriotic
and social meeting last'night In tho
K. of P. hall, at which a number of
speakers addressed the trainmen on
various patriotic subjects, principally
on the Thud Liberty Loan.
The three principal speakers of the
evening were M. F.. Hickey, William
am' George R. Craig.
Mr. Hickey opened the meeting with Iy 0'l'lycd."
a discussion of the atrocities of Ger- many and her manner of making war- - AMf)TrlFR DFVFI 0PMFNT
fare in a way that has shocked the
J
He explained again!
civilized world.
POSTAL RATE FIGHT
the Third Liberty I.oan campaign and
closed his speech with a tribute to
.v "o.nin, journal .r.c.al l.as.o w.r.i
the "Santa Fe boys."
"Kington, May S. Another
Kelcher spoke of the plans, aims.'
favorable to
and ambitions of Bill Hohen- - p'"P"nt regarded second-class
""'.'eased
and how for forty years the nrn,R
rates which become effective July
has planned the present war.
1;,te lo?ay when the senate
He snoke briefly cf the atrocities of!1
committee appointed a sub
kai- the Huns but declared, that-.- he
" me iwm- " ""1
set- has reckoned without the spirit of p
question may, under the rules be
the American people: sjow to anger age
a
made
to
rider
the postoffice approbut irresistable when once they are
priation bill or mcst bo made a separoused." He decalred the railroad arate
bill.
men are doing their bit In a big way
bv aiding in. transportation. In addition, however, he said. Uncle Hum
has called upon them to nid in the
Lihertv Lean drive an'' thev have anRAIR DARK
swered the call with virtually 100 per
cent.
"You fellows who manager the Santa Fe drive." he said in closing, "have
shown the fellows uptown how to do
j

j

es

j

oppo-zolle-

rn

post-kais-

er

?"

TURN

WITH SAGE TEA

things."

,Tilire

Cm la:

Sneaks.

Judge Craig told how Germany violated her promises to Pelgiuni and

how she forced America Into the war
ith hnr barbaric submarine policy.
TTo declared tbe war will not end "until the American flag an.'- thns- of our
"Hies waive triumphantly over Berlin."
"Vv'e have.no .room in this country
for neutrals," he paid. "Thev are eith-- r
for us or against us and when we
find one that is against us he should
lie fcrced to leave the;country and we
should s?e to it that he does not re-

turn."
F).

B. Benedict,

n

shopman who only

if

Mixed

With Sulphur
Darkens So Naturally
Nobody Can Tell.

It

e
The
and Sulphur

mixture of Sage Tea
for
grav,
streaked and faded darkening
hair is grandmother's recipe and folks are again
using it to keep their hair a good,
even color, which is quite sensible,
as
we are living in an age when a youthful appearance is of the greatest adold-tim-

vantage.

recently arrived here, told how the
Nowadays, though, we don't have
the troublesome task of gathering the
war was brought home to him.
"I have a nenhew who enlisted and sag and the mussy mixing at home.
was with Perlshing's force," hi s'lid. All rug stores Rell the ready-to-us- u
"Perhnps he will not return to Ameri- d product, Improved by the addition oC
other ingredients,
called "Wyeth'n
ca. He and three others were
in n shell hole. The remainder Sage and Sulphur Compound."
It U
Mf the soounting party were killed. The very popular because nobody can discover
it
has
been
deapplied".
to
a
German
were
taken
Simply
three
tention camp where they had only n moistenit your comb or a soft brush
and draw this through your
,finll amount of potato soup to cat In with
three days. Forced by hunger, thev hair, taking one small strand atdis- a
My nephew was recaptured. time; by morning the gray hair
fcaped.
but what delights the ladied
His eyes were gouged out with a bay- appears,
Sage and Sulphur Comonet. His lips', ears and none were with Wyeth's
is
that, besides beautifully
cut off with the same 'bayonet nnd pound,
the
hair after a few applidarkening
then his arm was chopped off. All of cations,
it also produces that soft lusthis was done by German officers
tre and appearance of abundance
not aMd.iers German officers themwhich la so attractive. This ready?
selves.'
is a delightful toilet
Other speakers were C. V. Casey, requisitepreparation
for those who desire a more
W. H. Stuhblefleld and C. I. Fox.
youthful
appearance. It is not inJames J. Haney, chairman of the tended for the cure, mitigation or predelivered
a short patriotic vention of disease.
meetins,
enp-nre-

to-u-

Paulist Choristers
THE .WORLD'S GREATEST CHOIR
FATHER W. J. FINN, Conductor
100 BOYS AND MEN

d.

Singing for Stricken France

ARMORY
Tickets :'s

Wednesday Evening,
May 8th, at 8:15.
50c to $1.50

DONATE 25 PEK CEXT OF RECEIPTS TO LOCAL RED CROSS.

Albuquerque Morning Journal,
A U L I ST
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flips from the fillums

Till: TIIEATKItS TODAV.
It" Tlicatci- - "Little Lost Sister.'
a Perfection feature of five reels; an
other episode
of "Vengeance
and
the W'unan "
Ci'yMiil Open, Hons' "The Mvsterv
Ship," two reels; "The Lost Fxpress,"
two reels, and "The
Pullman
three reels.
Tlicati-- r
Ideal
Constance
appears again as the star in
"Scandal."
A good comedy will also
be rendered.
f
TlicaU'r
Lyric
Repeating for the
last time
today "Revelation." with
Mnie. Nazimova in the leading role;
also a good comedy.
Pastime Theater Dorothy Ialtonl
will be seen again as the star in
ile"; also will repeat the Interesting
reel of "Pathe Weekly News."

I
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William Hallisey, Soprano Soloist, Heralded as Greatest
Youthful
Singer of the
World Today,

AT

I

.

mMmmmmmiM

e

As

In an

the chief attraction

aggre-fiatio- n

William Hallisey.
of artists.
widely known boy soprano soloist, will
appear with the Panlist Choristers of
who will give a concert here
next Wednesday night. In a program
resplendent with some of the best music of the ane, this boy wonder will
display his talent in two selections, a
"Lullaby" and "The Mocking JHrd,"
as Tcnrranged by " Father Finn, direc'
tor of the choir.
The program Is divided Into two parts
and contains compositions of the best

AT TI1F, "15."

The Selig dramaj "l ittle Lost Sis
ter." filmed from . Virginia
lirooks'
s
book and play, comes
to the "I!" theater today only. Mothers should insist that their daughters
attend a showing of this strong and
thrilling love story but also conveys
a moral lesson that cannot he

masters. Interpolated in the program
sire the national' anthems of the allied
nations. In addition to Hallisey there
are four other soprano soloists who
have won the approval
eastern cnt- Its0
The 100 men and boys of the
are to be given quarters'
in homes of the city: Arrangements

j

,

AT THE CRYSTAL.

Three interesting and oxitting
of three serials will he the attraction at the Crystal opera house
"The Mystery
today only, namely:
Ship," two parts; "The lAst Kxpress,"
two reels, and three reels of "The
Pullman Mystery."
Those who are
reading these stories, thus keeping
themselves posted, should see these
episodes at the Crystal today.

u

'

:

WILLIAM HALI.ISKV.
of the entire proceeds are to bo donated to the local lied Cross chapter.
a no
s
ure to
remaining
bo devoted h- the cause for which the
n
choir is (raveling, the relief of
France and liclgium.
.All of the artists are donating their
services without charge. Kvery cent
leceived ly the organization is carefully audited and with the exception
of the local contribution to the Hud
Cross, all is sent to headquarters in
the east, where it Is distributed for
'io relief of the allies of America.
The singers will remain in the city
for two days. Only the one concert
will bo given, however.
inree-tourin-

war-ridde-

Two years after that he had to buy a new cultivator, for the cheap
one didn't last; the neighbor was still using his old one.

L'

or-,,(-

llliitbik

There was once a farmer who said to himself, "My neighbor paid
too much for his cultivator. I can buy one for $3 less," and he did.

h

t--

one-four-
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'

Tllltll.MXG KPISODK.
Heal peril attended the work of
Cnrnl tlnllnwnv. IJrn:,tnr Vit:t r:l II h
stnr ,i,pn. ,mR,,j ihinin-- thn fnresi
t niuht bv a gang of
she was
llaltC( nt tne brink of a clnHm whose
sides drnn sheer for hundreds of feet
a trail below. Her escape, bv
n
the dark across a tree which
forms a natural bridge, provided a I
scene in tin? third episode of'l
"Vengeance and the Woman, which!
Will be seen in the "II" theater today.
The scene was photographed in one
of the wildest spots in Sierra Madre,
and shows the tree .lust ns the girl
reaches the further side, giving way
beneath her weight and plunging Into
She was marooned on
the depths.
the rock for the greater part ot a
William
until
Duncan, star and
night
director, was able to have a rescue
bridge thrown across the chasm.
eutl-iws-

-

have been made whereby

Copyright

world-famou-

You can do the same thing in clothes; you can find them
$5 or $10 cheaper than ours anywhere the materials and
tailoring are even cheaper than the price.
But if you want clothes that last, that will be serving you
when the cheaper ones are worn out, pay a few dollars
more $30, $35 or $40 and get

Mme. Na.imova is npix'ai'ing again
today at the Lyric In "Jlcveliuion."

.

in' chapiriuiage
woman

of Mrs. Keane, an
and
of breeding
too
but
weakly fond of her
harm,
chin-Rto act as a curb on lioatiixs
im pulses.
The story wonts out logically and
convincingly and aside from the suspense which distinguishes the action,
it is filled with delightful humor and
amusing incidents. As an evening's
AT TIIF. iniOAU
it is bound to be a tre
Portraying the role of the worst entertainment
mendous success, and will win Miss
spoiled girl in America, Constance Talmade
new admirers by the score.
in
Talmadge as Beatrix Vanderdyke
There will also be shown a rattling
"Scandal," the new Select production,
co mod jr.
gives an exceedingly clever study of good
the pampered New York debutante,
self willed and high tempered, but AT Till: PASTIMi:.
"Love Me," shown for the last time
strangely appealing in her moments
The picture win oe today, is the. story of a western girl,
of sweetness.
Maiiia
Madison, who conducts a winshown at tne Ideal tneaier louay oiny
and 'promises to hit the high water ning fight to win the hearts of he'.'
husband's exclusive and somewhat
murk in popularity.
The scenario which is on adapta- frigid family who on first acquainttion for the screen from Cosmo Ham- ance are inclined to turn her a very
There are some unilton's famous novel, "Scandal," tells cold shoulder.
made
the story of lieatrix Vanderdyke. a usual situations which have
baldly "Love Me" one of the most novel of
poor little rich girl, who
knows her own parents, so busy are recent photoplays.
She Is
There will also be shown a reel of
they with social obligations.
left to her own 'devices and the ador- - "Pathe Weekly News."

Hart Schaffner

English

i

& Marx clothes

They're all wool, tailored by masters and guaranteed to
satisfy you; if they don't, you get your money back.

Wright Clothing Company
"THE EXCLUSIVE MEN'S STORE'

1
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nuncil
cern for bather Finn, the director,
is
me proper reeding ot a hundred heal- thV men and lnivu n?irlor thn

xwil-
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food regulations which he encounters
uiruugnoui uio country. This hand
of patriots, however, observe meatless
Tuesday, wheatless Wednesday, and
for secular reasons another meatless
day Is Friday, Sweets are schewed to
ft certain extent and yet with nil the
regulations the. men and boys are a
happy, healthy lot.
The choir now is
from
certain sections of thetraveling
central south
toward New Mexico, and truly their
progres's may bo regarded as a triumphal one. Crowded houses nt every
concert, the approval of all who hear
them and the personal friendships
they leave behind them all testify to
the popular personnel of the organization which is to visit Albuquerque
according to information received
here by I!. M. O'Xeill, advance
for the choristers. Mr. O'Neill hasagent
not
.he routing
completed
for
the
choir from Albuquerque,
but
there
s int o doubt that
will conthey
tinue to sins their way to the western

of all kinds of meat and poultry, and
tf about one and
pounds per week per person, ,in order
draft should be made
no
further
that
upon shipping, that is now requiredur
for transport of our sohliirs.
consumption of meats is about three
and a quarter pounds per week per
person, and ir we are io mane o"iu
ends balance during the short marketing season we must have further
economy.
"If the public will continue In the
rigorous elimination of meat and will
further economize by reducing the
quantities prepared for each meal of
all kinds of meat and poultry, more
particularly beef, ami will restrict
their purchases accordingly, the food
administration hopes that the necessary balance can be maintained. A
general response to these recommendations will avoid tho inconveniences
which arise in many directions from
meatless days and will cause less interference in the daily preparation of
food.
"There is now a seasonable abundance of, milk products which can well
bo substituted ill various forms. The
shortage of fish during the past several months, due to the necessity of
naval requisitioning of trawlers and
enlistment of fishermen in the navy,
relieved by
should be considerably
the expansion which has been arin
of
forms
other
fiahintf."
ranged

average

0
REDUCTION
USE

OP

III

MEATS

American 'People Are Asked to
Eat Milk Products and Fish
and Thus Escape Renewal
of Meatless Days,

to the American people
lo cut down the consumption of meals,
eliminate waste and cat more milk
the
products and fish and thus escape has
of meatless days,
come from Herbert C. Hoover, Culled
I'OiUJt.
States food administrator, to the food
udininistrator of New M,exico.
At present the meat ration in EngOLD TOWN SOCIETY
land and Franco is 1 4 pounds per
person weekly; In .America. It is 3 adVOTES TO PROTECT
pounds. It is the wish of the food
ministration that a happy, medium be
on
MEMBERS IN ARMY struck by voluntary
the part of the people in this country.
should
The average consumption here
At a meeting of the Old Town sohe reduced to 2
pounds per;week.
ciety held on Thursday night it was This would mean a saving of someunanimously decided to continue tho where in the neighborhood of H'p.OOO,-00protection of members who have
pounds weekly, i r approximately
in any branch of Pncle Sam's six large ship loads. Mr. Hoover's apfighting service, and their families, peal follows:
without charge, fn other
"The food administration is exmembers who have gone to warwords,
desirous of securing economy
will contintremely
ue to be carried on the roll in
good in the consumption of all kinds of
standing and have their dues paid meat without tho reinstallation of the
meatless day for the present. The
by the society.
The Old Town society was organseasonal decline in the volume of anized about thirty years ago. It pays imals coming to the market is now in
death benefits and has other
progress, and its volume will undoubtfeatures similar to thosa edly further decrease during the next
few months as is usual; but probably
found in the average fraternal organthe umount of such decrease is yet
ization of Jater origin.
obscure. The necessities for shipment
abroad to our army and allies are very
Talk in Secret.
large and amount lo roughly 75,000,-00- 0
Washriigton, May 3. Detailed estiof meat and meat prodmates of funds needed for all ucts pounds
of all kinds per week, aggainst a
branches of the army service were pre-wnormal of less than 15,000,-00- 0
submitted to the house military compounds. Even with these large
mittee today by Secretary Baker and shipments the allies have , found it
his aides. The session was executive. necessary to reduce the consumption
An appeal

BOY WITH

PENCHANT

FOR STEALING

TO GO

TO REFORM SCHOOL

0

en-lis- to

You Need not ,
Suffer from Catarrh
But You Must Drive It Out of
Your Blood to Get Rid of It
Permanently.

constant use for over fifty years, will
drive tho catarrhal poisons out of your
blood, purifying and strengthening; it.
so it will carry vigor and health to the
mucous membranes on its journeys
nature will
You have probably been in the habit through your body and
soon
restore you to health. You will
of applying external treatments, trybe relieved Of the droppings of mucous
ing to cure your Catarrh. You have in
your throat, sores In nostrils, bad
used p rays, washes and lotions and
and spitting.
possibly been temporarily relieved. breath, hawking
All reputable druggists carry 6. S. P.
But after a short time you had another attack and wondered why. You in astock and we recommend -you give
must realize thatvfcatarrh is an Infec- it trial immediately.
The chief medical adviser of the
tion of the blood and to get permanent
relief the catarrh Infection, must he Company will Cheerfully answer all
There Is no
on the subject
of
letters
out
blood.
Otie
the
driven
quicker
understand this, the charge for the medical advice. Ad-- 1
you- come to
432
quicker you will get It out of your dress Swift Specific Company,
S. S, S., which has been, in Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.
System.

James Ityiln, aPd about 12. found
a horsp tied nt the corner of First
street und Silver avenue yesterday,
lames untied und mounter the fiery
steed and started for Islela.
In a
short time the owner of the horse, Mr.
Wilson, who lives south of town, reported to the polico that the. animal
was missin.!,'.
j no ityan youth traverser!
only a
part of tho ili.staneo to Islota, when
he retraced his steps to this city. Tho
nolice had a hunch that .Timmic might
know something About tho theft find
ho was apprehended yesterday afternoon.
He finally admittcrl that he
took (he horse, and told where the
animal had been tied when the trip
was completed, but no trace of It was
found Hiern. Later it was discovered
in a nasture at liarelns.
If this had been Jimmie's first of
tense he probably would get off with
a severe lecture. The officers might
regard the occurrence as a boyish
prank. It was stated lastInnight, how
the past
ever, . that Jimmie has
been implicated in several thefts, biIs
considered
lie
in
particular,
cycles
incorriaible and steps will be taken,
probably today, to have him sent to
tho reform school.
SAN

JUAN
YOUNG

COUNTY
MAN KILLED

FRENCH FRONT

ON

State Superintendent of Public Instruction J. H. Wagner und his assistant. John V. Conway, arrived last
night from Kan Juan county. They
reported that a cablegram was received at Aztec Thursday morning to
the effect that Jim Scott had been
killed In .France.The cablegram was
from General Pershing to the young
man's mother, a widow.
Scott was one of five San Juan
county young men to enlist about a
year ago and was in the aviation
corps at the time he met death. He
was well known in San Juan county.
-

advantage to the rest of the
to secure better transportation
facilities with this prosperous section
in the northwestern corner of our
s'.ate.
Friday forenoon was spent in tho
schools at (lallup, where former County School Superintendent of San Juan
County ,1. I.. O. Swinney now Is in
charge with an a Me corps of teachers
in splendidly equipped school rooms.
It was ascertained that plans were
being considered for a fine modern
high school building in the near
derful

state

SCHOOL OFFICERS
RETURN

1

ft

TRIP TO SCHOOLS

Report San Juan 'Active and TUBERCULOSIS
Prosperous; All Well EquipEXPERT SPEAKS
ped and Ready for ConsoliAT LUNCHEON HERE

dation as Unit,

Jonathan 11.
S;u:o Superintendent
Wagner and his assistant, John V.
Conway, returned last night from a
week's' trip through San Juan county,
traveling in automobile by way of (lal-luthrough the Navajo reservation
Tho two superininto Parmingtou.
tendents were met by County SuperinKarl
tendent
Douglass and were conducted by him through the school
districts of San Juan county.
The first day was spent In visiting
the schools of l.aigo canyon, where
five community meetings were held
and proposed plans wero discussed
for the eonsolllilation of several school
districts. Ijirgo canyon Is u densely
srttled community where a consolidation will work to great advantage, especially in view of thn fact that the
gooil roads will make the transportation problem an easy one for solution.
The second day tho party look an
tiutomobile at Aztec and went up the
river almost to liurango, Colo., as
far as Riverside. Tho schools they
visited in this section were ot the
type, modern and well equipped
with school furniture and heating apparatus wi:h good enrollment and
(plendld daily attendance. The third
day was spent in the lower San Juan
basin, where at Kirkland
s
consolidated
schools
are maintained.
I
Azleo and ai iiiinglon Schools ( low.
Wednesday, the incorporated schools
at Aztec and Farmington were visited.
where addresses were delivered hy
Superintendent Wagner and Superintendent Conway. These schools were
found in excellent condition.
In the
evening of May 1 tho annual commencement exercises of the Farming-- 1
ton high school were held ut which
State Superintendent Wagner rlellveed
the address to tho ten graduates. The
exercises were held in the opera
house, with a large audience present.
Superintendent J. B. iJowden has been
in charge of the Farmington schools
the past year and has done most satisfactory work. Mr. Dowdcn has been
at a substantial increase in
salary. ,From every standpoint the
schools at Az;ec and Farmington were
found to he in line with the best
schools in the state.
County School Superintendent Karl
Douglass is one of the foremost school
men of the state, anil gives his entire
time to the administration of the
schools of his county. He is energetic
and popular with the patrons and
one-roo-

lr. J. A. I'attison, of the National
Tuberculosis Society, gave an Interesting address at noon yesterday to
social welfare workers of tho city who
met in the Young .Men's Christian Association dining room for luncheon.
Approximately fifty men und women
attended the luncheon.
Dr. I'attison. who
Is thoroughly
familiar with tho "white plague" in
all of its phases, told in a graphic
manner how Cncle Sam is handling
tuberculosis in the army. lie explained how many of the men manage to
get Into thn army who have very
slight cases of the disease.
AVhen
these men get into actual service the
slightest hardships will bring the discus symptoms to light and the man
is immediately removed
from the
service.
In various armv hospitals great at
tention is being pah1- to the men who
are suffering
tuberculosis and in
some cities the government has atto
obtain
tempted
hospitals where
nothing hiit tubercular soldiers are to
lie treated.
Dr. I'attison Is In
under auspices of the New
Mexico Public Health Association.

BOYS

SEEK

THROUGH

WORK
Y. M. C. A.

OFFICIALS

HERE a satisfactory manner.

As a special recognition of the serv"Say, get me a Job. Can you? Any ices of the Hoy Scouts, who have sold
kind of work Just so t can work this $'.',000 In Liberty Bonds since the announcement
that Albuquerque has
summer."
This is the plea which is voiced in exceeded her riuo'.a, the officials of
officials of the boys' department of the boys havo decided. in the tiear future to stage an entertainment and
tho Young Men's Christian association
for them. This is to be followed
many times a day. And the officials f'.oclal
a social for the Western Union and
by
are doing their best for the boys. Each
hoy who applies for work during the l'ostcl telegraph boys and later a
summer is registered and when there similar event is to be given for the
newsboys of the city.
Is a demand for his services, Is notified by the Y. M. C. A. officers. In
short, (he Y. M. C. A. is maintaining
u practical employment bureau in the MANY SCHOOL CIIILDREX ARE
SICKLY
boys' department.
wlm value their own comfnrt and
At present hoys are registered who theMothprfl
wHrure ef their children, ihould ncrer
desire the following Jobs: Caring for h without a boi ut Mother
Orty'i Swt
lawns,
farming.
service, I'nwrtirj tor Chllilrni. for'one throughout the
delivery
clerks, ordinary Jobs and many others
They Hrealt up Colde. Relieve
of a similar nature.
Constipation. Tnethliig lilioriler.
and Htnmach Trouhlee
l'et by
Officials of this department have Ilea'tnrhe
nninrrs r.,r
years. THEHB POWDERS
urged that employers use all of the NWVHH l'AII,. All
Drug Stores. Mo. Don't
"boy power" possible and that when aroiMit nny suhstltut. Sample FRBB.
boys are needed they shall notify tho
Mother Oiay Co., La Roy, N. T.

"i.

SO

A4-ilr- t.

MILLINERY

Albu-oiterui- io

PAJARIT0

first-clas-

"Over the Top"

BUYS

S800J0RE

BONDS

committee working to "clean up
odds and ends" In the Liberty llond
campaign, reports that Paraiito yesterday added $sn0 In Third Liberty
Loan bonds to Its subscriptions.
The total amount was divided into
fourteen bonds. In almost every cuse
the purchaser already owned one or
more bonds. Following are the men
who composed tho committee: Chjtrles
S. Caldwell. J. G. Hamilton,
Felipe
Mubbcll and Mr. Trujillo.
A

Ready-to-We-

ar

COATS

In Service
In Styles
In Variety
And Values
Which vis foremost of
all at our store.

TOO WEAK
TO FIGHT

k" man was really never
His weakened condition lie
cause f overwork, lack of cxprHff, imtimo-latloproper rating and Ilvlnpf demand
atfnfy the rry for a iieaUh-(rIvtctp esenlial
Hitpetltn and the rt?frchinjr
tu strength.
OOLI) MKDAI. Haarlem Oil
the National Kemedy of Holland,
OapauW'K,
will du the work.
They are
teachers.
Three of these rapjiulen each day will fn't a
San Juan Valley Prosperous.
on hia feet
he knowi It; whether
In speaking of the San Juan valley, man
his trouble comes from uric a old poisoning-Superintendents Wagner and Conway the kidney, ttravel rr atone in the bladder,
were enthusiastic over the resources atomach draiiRemnt or other ailments that
American, lion't wait
and fertility of the several sections befall the
t.
but
visited. They found the poople pros- until you are entirely
Your
them
today.
druggist will gladly
perous and 100 per cent patriotic, the tke
refund your money if they do not help you.
county already having gone over the Acrept no subtltutea. l,ook for the nam
top, not only on the Third Liberty GOLD MEDAL on every box, three alzea.
Loan but on all olher war activities. They are tho pure, original, Imported Haar- won !?ra Oil CapiUes.
in their opinion, It would

JUST

CALL AND
SELECT YOUR
WANTS

Th
dt.u

.

Siegfried

ber

ba

Y. M. C. A. In this way the officials
aro enabled to act as
for
l he
boys nnd their employers and to
handle the "wasto energy" problem In

Kahn

HATS-WAI- STS

SKIRTS

109 North First Street.
.

Thouo

SOS.

.

Opposite Y. M. C. A.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal,

GIANTS

OF THE TEAMS

STANDING

GARWER

National League.
W.

New York
Chicago

BILES

TIMELY

AND BEAT

Philadelphia
.

Pittsburgh
1. nil's
r.ro..kb

Bunches
Wins From
tion; Chicago Takes
cnth by Defeating the
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Over-

whelms
Athletics
Detroit;
Trim Senators; Red Sox Win
From Yankees, 3 to 2,

.:tr.

s
it
.

Chicago's Work at Stick

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY

NEEDED

INN.M.

(V MONINd JOURNAL SPECIAL LEARfO Wlr'
Detroit, May
llammrriiiK throe
Detroit pitchers virtually at will, for
a total of twenty-fiv- e
hits, six of them
for extra, bancs. ('hlcuBn scored :i vicover
Detroit.
tory
James, who started
for Detroit, lasted two inniiiRs and
Rave way to Hall after yielding six
hits and as many runs. Hall retired
in the fifth after the visitors had added eight more runs to their count.
CovrlcMkic finished the game. Score:
Chicago.

national i.K..rr
rini'innati tit Chicago.
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Following the arrest Wednesday of!
I. ' D. Mai., rancher,
at Williams,
Ariz.; in connection wi.h Hie murder,
of Andres Galligos, a bartender in1
Ha reins. March !.
complications hav-- !
ing arisen in the case. Pedro Tartag-- I
Ua, a deputy sheriff. Is in Arizona,
having gone there to take Mats! Intel
custody and to bring him hire. Yesterday the sheriff's office here received a telegram from the deputv,
suiting- that he had arrested W. W.
Scrihner, foreman of a Santa !
bridge gang, in connection with iln:
shooting here.
Main's arrest followed the discov
ery in the saloon where Gullegos wasi
killed, of an overcoat which containeii
a receipt in favor of Matz and
signed;
l .v
an attorney of Arizona. Matz
atj
once declared' that he would he ablei
to prove an alibi showing that he was1
not in Karolas on the iiluhf of the1
murder. He declared that he sold the
to a second-han- d
dealer in January, two monthsclothing
before
the murder. The dealer said he had
sold the coa; and a .32 automatic
Colls to Scribner. Following tho arrest of Scrihner, however, the secondhand dealer said the latter was not
the man who had purchased the coat
Lust night Kafael Garcia, sheriff of
Dernalillo county, sent a man to Williams and Flagstaff in an
attempt to
identify either Matz or Scribner as the
slayer of the bartender. The man who
was sent was in the saloon on the
night, of the shooting and is expected
? ame 10
say whether or
elthnv
of the men held is the man no)
who shot
Gullegos.
Marshal Hums
f Williams
has
wired the officers hero that he is confident Matz is not guilty of tho
(,,.ini(.
is a prominent rancher, and has
mod In Coconino countv,
Wilnear
liams, for five years, rviirinohe has gained a good
reputation X
anions' tile people with whom
he as- mM
'ia,ciil
he 'wm ifh7i" no attempt yesterday
to
bring
Matz here until a
thorough investigation is made and that
the deputv will
rema,,, in Williams until
the matter is clarified. such time
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JhII pending fur
'L, investigation. Matz
conclu- ..: riuiii or tno sale of twohasovercoats
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WRIGHT
Clothing Company
"Til

K KXCLISIVK

MEN'S

STOR'

LEWIS UNION SUITS
Athletic $1.00, $1.50 and $1.75
PORUS KNIT UNION SUITS
$1.00 and $1.50
BOYS' ATHLETIC UNION SUITS
75 Cents
NEW NECKWEAR
50c, 75c, and $1.00 up to $2.50
MAIL ORDERS DELIVERED FREE

Incorporated

Outfitters for jVlen and IBoys
122 South Second Street

At Chattanooga 10: Uttle Rock 3.
At Nashville 0; Memphis 9.
At Mobile 3; Atlanta 4.
(Only three games scheduled).

AMERICAN
v

At
At
At
At

ASSOCIATION'
J

ball

nine will play the Albuquerque
Indian school team' at Hopewell field
this afternoon beginning at 2:30. The
batteries will.be: Santa Fe, Watts and.
Puker; Albuquerque, Keller and
The teams are evenly matched
and a closo and exciting game is e:- pected.

n-

known.
Matz has convinced local autliorl- lies or his innocence.
Alhuquerciue
oinceis nave been requested to conn- lermann the warrant. A deputy sheriff from Albuquerque
arrived last
night and is holding Matz prisoner,
pending the arrival of another del
puty sheriff tonight. Kelease of the
prisoner is expected.

Nor-cros- s.

NOTK'K.
I.nst Will anil Testament of

REAR

SVD1I
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Noted Britisher

.w

How

Seal.

These tiny CAPSULE3

ire
of

RELIEVES

Kansas City 10: Minneapolis 1.
Milwaukee 6; St. Paul 0.
Columbus 4; Indianapolis 2.
Toledo 3; Louisivlle 4.

At Sioux City 5i, Omaha 8.
At Wichita 9: Hutchinson 6.
At Topcka 2; Joplin 1.
At Pes Moines 3; St. Joseph 2,

J

s.

X

(MIDY)

The Superior Lum-- 2
ber & Mill Co.
PHOXK

X

-
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Journal wants hrine results.

o. s.

s.

o. s.

Small Boys
Little Girls
The Morning Journal wants a lot of

Clean Cotton Rags

ho Duke City Rifle club will shoot

For a Sprained Ankle.
after tho liilury
is received get a bottle of Chamberlain's Liniment and follow the plain
printed directions which nocompnny
the bottle.

General Contractor
We ore In a position to give
more value for the money than
any other WILDING FIRM in
this vicinity.
Office With

HELP!

WILL
HOLD SHOOT SUNDAY

As soon as possible

In

24 HOURS tht Vsame diseases without inconvenience.
RaM by nil rirttfiontt.

RIFLE CLUB
1

Wallace Hcsselden

euperlor to Balsam
Copaiba, Cubebs or

Injectioiii.jndN

Appcaring by authority of the Hrit-is- h
government, and touring America
as the guest of the Piiheil
States government. Gen. K. E. Swinton, secreof
the
war
Hritish
tary
board, will deliver an address to the people of Albuquerque in the high school auditorium, beginning at S o'clock tonight.
General Swinton will tell tire story of
the war from the standpoint of the
lank, used so successfully In the efforts of the allies to crush the Germans. The speaker is more or less
familiar with tank machines, principally because he Invented the assemblage of iron, bolts, rods and devices
which proved one of the biggest surprises thus far sprung on the Huns bv
(he allies.
The huge tanks, not
unlike
a tractor, have .mowed greatly
through
great
distances of territory occupied by tho
Germans, permitting gunners to kill
and wound thousands of the enemy.
Kvcrybody In Albuquerque is invited to turn out to the meeting tonight. General Swin-tois coming as
a guesL of the government and
Washington officials have wired
ahead
asking that tho hospitality tt a large
attendance at the meeting may he extended to him.

Here.ia your chance to make money with which to
Buy War Savings Stamps.
By collecting the rags, and bringing them to this
office.
Prevailing Market Prices Paid.
i

s.

o, s.

s. o. s.

LUMBER

Cement, Plaster
Lumber
Albuquerque FIRST STREETCompany
422 NORTH

w

yeusknownu Best.Sifeit, Always ReliaUa
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

NHsTOR MONTilYA, "
County Clerk.

Sprung a Surprise o'n
Huns With Hluge Tractor- like Machines,

on

Louis A.

Mo.,

Phone 411.

l.adlrnl Ak your Urugwtnt tor
hlrhM-ter- a
IMtnond II rand,
IMIIi in Kfd nd Hold metallic
rmies, Mated wua HI tut Kitrtxm,
I aka no other. Bur f
III
I'lAiit'.i if iiHAnu niijM, for

ora

I

Allies

rs

PILLS
fJHICHESTER SKRAM).
A

You

TONIGH T
Tell

Cleaners-Hatte-

are hereby notified that the aliened
Will and TeHtmnent of . A. Mabip.
late ef the CVuhtv
enmllllo
anil State nf New Mexico, was produced and
read In the Probate fourt of the County pf
Heruulllbi.
Ktate of New Mexico, on tha
aoih.. day of April., itiis. and Hie day of the
proving of sal.l alleged Iist Will and
Testament was thereupon fixed f..r Saturday,
the
day or May, A. II., WIS, at 1,1
o'eb.ek in tin forenoon of said day.
illven under my hand and the Seal of
lllls I'oin-l- this aiili.. day of Ailil, A. l 11)18
I

TELL STORY OF
TI

MuMe.

A.

Mali!,-- , Allillriiiirqiip.
Mux-- ,
I. '.i.
Named tin Kxecutrix In live Will,
ills Nnrth lith.. Ml., Albuquerque. Xew
MpxIimi.
Jennie 0.111ns, Plll.in, I'ol.iradn,
Prim-ili-

Myrtle
N.il.l, St. Joseph.
Milble. W'lnsl.iw. Arlzima.

11

LEAGUE

D.

I), ti'aKi'fl.

DUKE CITY
220 West (Jolil.

I.F.n All NOTICES.

Ti

,.j

WESTERN

West Gold Avenue

AND
ALBUQUERQUE
THE WM. FARR COMPANY
SANTA
Wholesale
FE TEAMS
nnd Itetall Dealers
Ii
lHFSH A.r SALT MEATS
WILL PLAY TODAY
'
.Sausage
Specialty
For Cattle and Hogs the Killing
The Santa Fe Indian schoool baseMarket rices Arc Puiil

pner to the date of the crime The
purchaser of one coat was apprehend- ed at Canyon Diablo by Marshal
Hums today but was exonerated The
second suspect known to have bought
a .12 cahber Colts revolver in Williams
.ii nine oi inlying overcoat, but has
not been located.
His name is u -

the National Guard, range Sunday
and all riflemen have been urged
to
attend the affair. Early firing will
begin promptly at 9 o'clock. Pistol
practice will be hold from 10 to 11
o'clock.
Major Fred H. Phillips, of the na- tional board for the promotion of
rifle practice has 'written to members
San I'ranciseo i; Sacramento 2.
of the club urging that rifle clubs con- R. II. E.
Score:
tinually be on the alert to qualify
3 '
Sacramento .
expert riflemen as there am ten
1
' as
San Francisco
tew
riflemen In the amy
Hatteries:
Peak and Easterly; at thequalified
present tim. He declares that
O'Doul and McKee (IS innings).
the work of riflo clubs In making
experienced riflemen will do much to
benefit the country at the present
time.
j

f
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We are the only Styleplus Store in Town

Superb.

i

1

921 and 825

Patterns

$1.50 to $8.50

Two-bas-

e

Perfect

Styles

.

.

Styleplus

.1

Guaranteed

Williams. Am.. May
Matz. arrested for murder of Jim
.Sandres
,
Gallegas. Herna
county March II

.

r

Colors

man

d

SHIRTS

BATES-STREE- T

I

.

.

well-dresse-

k,

Wall Paper

Hudson for
I Picture Frames

That'll interest the

jau

1

t

'

Haberdashery News

-

I Hudson for Signs j

j

'

CASE OE BARELAS

Committees Will Be Named to Foreman of Bridge Gang ArSecure Beneficial and Comrested in Murder Tangle;
bat Undesirable Legislation;
First Prisoner Denied Guilt
Resolutions Passed,
and Promises Alibi,

Reports received at headquarters of
the Xew Mexico Cuttle and Horse
Growers association here indicate, that
the meeting of the. executive commitSt. Louis at Pittsburgh.
tee of the association held in Katon
1'liilmU'll hia at Prooklyn.
on May 1 was very successful and
Nov.' York lit Hoston.
profitable.
the prominent
Among
MII KICIX ik.agii:.
stockmen in attendance were: Vic Cul
i'h viand at St. l.ouis.
berson, Klerro, president: Ueorge H.
Chirac" at Detroit.
Webster, Jr., Cimarron, vice presiHuston at New York.
dent; John Hicks, vice president. Cuat
Philadelphia,
Washington
ervo; W. A. Xaylor, l.as Vegas: J. II.
Kelly, Watrous; Henry S. Springer,
AH. It. H. PC). A.
.!
Cimarron; T. K. Mitchell, Alhiniuer-i"e- .
2
..
0
rf .
eighth inirng. hy iva:;.ing four u men i.tehold,
Col. H. C. Abbott, vice president
:i
I. Collins, rf
2
2
This, coupled with two hits and
of the Wool Growers' association also
fi
7
.
7
ss
Weaver,
men
Mathewson's
rifii'i1, gave
was present.
Kisberg, 2b
inns inifl the lead. Score:
I'
One of the Important decisions ar2
2
0
.lacltsoii, If
Ciiic.nn'iti.
n
:'.
ii
ft
rived at wus to appoint a legislative
2
Felsch, ef
1!. It. 11. I'll. A.
II
(i
2
0
S
committee composed of not less than
'lanHil, lb
2
2
2
0
ilroh, "1.
A
It. II. pi i.
:;
o
ii
:t
five nor more than s'ven members.
McMuilin, lib
0
I.. Ma'.
:li
ii
Young, if
1
:i
2
l
The duties of this committee will be
Schalk, c
.1
loush if
0
Knuff, i f
to formulate arid .urge the passage of
0
S. .!ai;ee.
Lynn, c
fi
PuriiH. If
state legislation favorable to the stock
Williams, p
Ciiffith, r
n
Zitnincriiij it.
X. ale, If
industry, and to oppose the enactment
2h
P.
of laws which yould have a tendency
.4(1 19 2.1 27 12
Totals
iilaekliurne
Fletcher. s
to Injure this, one of Xcw Mexico's
Win it, e
trolt.
Tlolke. lh
l.'r.'ssl.'i-Col. Abbott stated
All. ft. IT. PD. A.
p
greatest assets.
ft
Uariilfii. e
0
12
0
that the Wool Growers association
Drossen, lb
o
Ponton.
S 12x2S
Totals
would also name a committee to work
Push, s
.4 0 0 21!
Hie
wh I! winning
in conjunction with the one named by
"i
Cobb, cf
0
Iota
:l
1
score .1.
:i
0
0
the Cattle and Horse Growers' u;;so
Vcach, If
Hoston.
.
li:i'H!;.
elation.
It is proba.'jle that as soon
lleilnian, if
Iv
All. K. II. Pu.
AB. 15. U. Po. A K. Vitt- 3b
2
2
0
0
as
the committees are appointed they
0
Mass y. If
3
1
si
I!
2
0
HollorhPr,
.
.
will
a Joint meeting to work out
2h
hold
Ollllg,
n
Fla. k, rf
Ilerzog, h
1
0
0
a plan of procedure.
Spencer, c
ft
of
If
Mann.
Kelly,
2
0
0
Mounted Felice Force.
TpIIp, e
II
P.. iv II, f
ef
0
0
0
James, p
President Vie Culberson announced
M rkie. lh
II
f .
0
at the meeting that lie had just been
Hall, p
.1 00 0 00 2
II
4
Kildiiff. 21...
Smith. "Ii
in Santa Ke and that he new state
Coveleskle, ji
4
II
Keal. :ih
le
Konetchy,
0
0
0
0
x Walker
mounted police force was in working
4
ft
Kilhfor,
I'aniings.
order from May 1. The expense will
II
HeiHlryx, ii
AVilsnn. e
S
S 27 14
.32
Totals
lie
borne by C.ie State Council of De0
ft
Weaver,
X. hf.
xHattei1, for Hall in fifth,
fense and. tho Cattle Sanitarv Hoard.
ft
Zeider,
Canal an. y
Score by innings:
'The movement, howevi r. has the
n
111
Henry,
150 2d.'! 002
ii.ir.kion nt nil the livestock interests
Chicago
Totals ..
14
37
3
OftO
002
010
Detroit '.
in he state.
Paltcil for Weaver in ninth.
r, 27
2
Totals
e
:
hitsYoung,
Siiiiiinii ry
T. A. McXahb, of the bureau of
C'tl'f ,v inniri";.
Patted for Xchf in eighth.
Three
Onnflil.
hasp
Cincinnati
markets, Washington. D. C. gave an
...120 OftO 4ft s. Kisberg. McMuilin.
I'nr"
innings:
Stolen
Felsch.
Leihold, Kisberg.
9 hits
Chicago
ft(;i) oil) 20 4
Interesting adress on marketing prob2011 Hjfi lullNew York
e
lems and the committee pledged its
Sunimary:
bits r.rnh bases Weaver 3. Kelsch, Kisbers,
oOft 10" nurt
Hoiton
Wil
Murk, Hressler. Thrpp-bns- n
Cobb. 2: Heilman 2. Sacrifice
to the program outlined hy
hit
hit Zimiiier-tniin- . gee.
- support
Sumcary 'Two-lnisHome run
tho speaker.
StolenJlinms. Sacrifice flics Itisberg, JtickThree li:is? hits Kauff. Burns. bases-- Zeidli r 2. ilnnilrvx.
ColDouble blavs Young to J.
Ilen- - Kim.
Sacrificp
It was also decided to have four
Stolen buses Hums 2: Young.
dryx, Sacril'ii".
tw.nKi,, lina to C.andil: Itisberg to Weaver to executive committee meetings annual2: Kelly.
Sacrifice fly Smith. play
Deal to Mei kle. Hollochpr to! Cramlil.
James
on
balls
Pases
ly In different, sections of the state.
Double tilay Ka'.tff. Ilenlon. Doyle. "N"""
'
lilackburne to Hall 2: Coveleskle 2; VUlliams J. In- - The next meeting will he held at
Ilolke, Flet'cher and Piiridcn. Pases 'ion. liases on balls Henrlr
Hall
2;
James
on Aug. 1. The third meetnings pitched
on balls-- f enton 2; Xchf 2. !nnini;s l.iessier
Weaver I. stnici.eleskie 4. Struck out Hall
be held in Clayton.
will
ing
1.
irobally
Struck
Can
k;
Xchf
2.
Pressler
pitch".1
Hendrvx 1. liiiiitiirs ..itrh,i li.ims 1.
ia.i
Clark M. Carr, of A Ibuouerriue. was
.X hf 2: Canavan
out Denton
7
llendiyx
1.3, Weave,.
appointed a members of the executive
Wllil pilch Henton. Xehf.
Xcw York a; Huston 2.
committee to fill the vacancy created
defeat
3.
New
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Xew York, May
McDonbv the death of
!l: ( 'ii' lnnnli S.
Cli!i'li'-'Succesin
I'.ioolilyn
5;
eleven
oil Hoston
innings.
Philadelphia
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Cbicago. Mm- 3. Chicago won jls
X. Y
and
Pratt
Pipp
'"oklvn.
X
Uaker,
sive
.Vay
singles by
Drooklvn
Itcsoliitioiifi Fussed.
rvrnll; straight uanie by ibfeating
defeated Philadelphia in the opening won for Xew York in the eleventh.
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he
The following resolution
Cincinnati. The locils i.lascl an up- game ef the
bata
in
Hush
Dove
outlasted
scries
pitchers'
here.
It
was
the
of Gov. McDonald, who had
hill batt'e. overcoming, .lie lead of the visitors' fourth
first de death been
the
the
latter
suffering
tle,
defeat
ami
straight
the
live
when
with
identified
visitors but lust this advantage
long
Whitted's run in
sevnlh was the feat of the season. C.rtat support Hi
llendiyx lust contro! of the ball in the first scored after the
save love in stock industry in the slate, was pass
thirty-thre- e
sticces- - the Xew York outfield
bv the committee:
ed
the eighth. Score:
s.vi; scoreliss inning this week.
Whereas. An inscrutable and all
lioston.
The Superbas pounded Mayer and
wise Providence has removed from
H. PO
AB.
Tincup for ten hits Including two trlp-- I
1
our midst one of our most highly hon2
les and two doubles.
Hooper rf
0
ored and rpsnectedi members,
the
2
2b
Score:
Palms, oils. (Mass. Mali bold Kuofiii:
n. IS. K. Shean,
3
Honorable William C. McDonald, who
S trunk. ef
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anil Pudding Paper.
4
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..000 000
0
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0
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executive
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Scha ng. If .
truly the
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board and to Whose untiring and loyM.ner. Tincup and Rttrns; Coombs Mclnnis, 3b
al
this committee and pssieia-''o- n
effort
lb
Hoblitzel,
ami Win at.
COMPANY
owes much of Its success, now,
Scott, ss
'herefore, he it
Agnew, c .
St. Ixiuis II: i .Usbulgll 2.
liesolved. Tht in the pessing of this
Hush, p
Pittshuigh. Pa., May .1. St. l.ouis
distinguished citizen, tovnl friend and
won from Pittsburgh. Kffeetive work
39 2 10x31
Totals
this" committee
bus sufDoak. the St. Louis pitcher and
Xew Vork.
fered a grievors and Irreparable loss;
I;
his
team imilis
AH. It. H. PU
hitting by
nii'l he it further
onpleil wthi costly errors bv Pitts. (iiihoolcy, rf
liesolved. That the profound symburgh gave victory to the visitors.
rf
Hih,
pathy of this executive committee of
Score:
n. If.
Peckinpaugh,
the X'ew Mexico Cattle and Horse
fi
St. I.euis
3
020 040 000
10
Haker, 3b...
Growers' association be extended to
'Pittsburgh ....000 001 100 2 fi 3 Pratt, 2b
th" family of Gov. McDonald, and
Doak and Snyder; Miller. Sanders Pipp, lb
that a copy of this resolution be forHodio, If
and Schmidt.
warded to his familv and be soread
.
Miller, i.f
0 upon the record of thin association.
Hannah, c
(1 binet
pone;!.
0
Washington, May 3. President Wil- Caldwell, xx
0
son called off today'H cabinet meeting Love, p
ROUSING SWAT THE
and met a committee from the LithuFourth St. and C'opiM-- Ave.
I
3
9 33 li
.3fi
Totals
anian national council, now holding
4
i me
x
FLY MEETING HELD;
run
out when winning
sersions lieie.
scored.
xx - Hatted for Gilhootey in tenth.
PRIZES ARE AWARDED
Score bv innings:
Hoston
...1 10 000 000 002
Cup of the most successful "swat
3
Xew York
001 000 100 01
fly" meetings of the series now
e
hits Hodie 2. the
Summary:
being held throughout the county was
Three-bashit Scoit. .Stolen base
the
one
at Kanrhos de Albuquerque
Hoblitzel. Sacrifice hits Khcan, Mil- last
W
St!
2ii0 people
ler.
Sacrifice fly Agnew. Double were night. Approximately
Mrs. Alfred Orunfe1d
plays Love, Maker and Pipp; Miller snoke present.
on fly nrevention:
Dr. S. C.
and Hannah, Hush, Agnew and Hoblitan address on the
zel. Hases on balls Love 2, Hush 4. Clark delivered
of flies to. health, and Ma.t. J.
Struck out Love 2, Hush 5. Wild H. Toulouse
put on a moving picture
pitch Love.
show.
A few
days ago tho school pupils
Philadelphia 8; Washington .
held a
contest and the
Philadelphia. May 3. Philadelphia following were declared winners:
a
defeated Washington.
Shuw, replac-- i
Chavez. Teresa Sanchez, Satur-nining Ayers with the score tied in the
Rafael Romero and
seventh, was batted freely. With two Tomas T.ucero,
F. Sena.
Last night Col. Alout in the ninth, Washington rallied fred .Grnnsfeld
presented each of
and three hits drove Myers out of tho them with a
baby bond.
hex. Gregg replaced him and Walter
A meeting will be held at Cande-larla- s
Johnson, hatting for Judge, doubled.
Everybody, including
tonight.
With runners on third and second,
residents of
should atMorgan filed out. George Burns drove tend. These Albuquerque,
it you have been payinir around
are highly Inmoetings
in half of the local runs, twice
hitting structive, dealing: as they do with
$21 and $23 in the past, take a
a triple with two on bases.
proper methods of combating one of
S'ore:
look at Styleplus before you pay
SI. H. E. our
greatest enemies to perfect health
2.iF, WeVJI
000
Washington
6
2
13
...300
102
more.
the fly.
Philadelphia ..210 010 31x 8 10
Hattcries: Ayers, Shaw and
They have thoroughbred styles.
Myers, Gregg and McAvoy.
They have genuine tailoring.
Oevelniwl
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
5: St. IxrniK 1.
They have reliable fabrics.
St. Louis, Mo., May 3. St. Louis
outhlt Cleveland again but timely hitHy concentration of extensive resources
ting by the latter team, coupled with
and facilities on certain definite grades,
I, OS Angeles, 6: Oakland
Davenport's wildness, enabled Clevethe maker:! heighten efficiency and lower
1,os Aliigcies, .May 3.
land to win. Wood starred at hat, fretcosts. l or spring there are two grades
R. IT. K.
Score:
ting two doubles which drove In three
P.ach is the big value at the price.
.
R
; . . . .2
2
Oakland
of the visitors' runs.
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6
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Angeles
Score:
H. E.
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000 302 0005 9 1 tica and
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4
100 001 200
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Coumbe and
Salt lake 2: Vernon 1.
O'Neill; Davenport,
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Salt Lake city, May J.
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,
Score:
fi'ti Hl
hjv&te the same price th nation owr
1
8
Vernon
1
8
2
America's Only Known Priced Clothes
Salt Lake
Hatteries: Hell and Moore; Dubuc
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION and Konnick.
Hoston, .Mass.. .May .:. New Yn.k
bunched hits nfC NY)ir in tin. first and
fifth innings. iai-- i tunc scorim; two
runs, and made a
in the ti nth
'in I'isVii's I'usi and Kuaff's triple.
Now York winning.
Huston went int..
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Women Find Clear Skin
In Simple Laxative
,,,

BILL

SEDITION

URNS.

REPORT WILL BE

T WO An E KILLED,

WEEKLY WEATHER

MONTH MARCH

Saturday, May

A sense of false modesty often prevents women from
admitting that muny of her ilij and disorders are due primarily
to constipation.
But women who know themselves have learned that headache remedies and beautifiers only cover the trouble but do
not dislodge it.
"What is needed is a remedy to move the bowels and stir
number of sensible
up the torpid liver. An
women take a small dose of a combination of simple laxative
herbs with pepsin known as Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin and
sold by druggists under that name.
It will save a woman from the habitual use of headache
remedies, skin lotions and similar makeshifts. Once tht'
bowels are emptied and regulated, the headache and the
pimples and blotches disappear. It is the rational, natural
method.
A bottle of Syrup Pepsin lasts a family a long time, and
all will find use for it from time to time. Thoughtful people
are never without it in the house.
The druggist will refund your money if it falls
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Was Almost Desperate Says
Arkansas Lady, But Relief
Finally Obtained Through
Use of Cardui,
Ft. Smith, Ark.

Mrs. I.

1J.

NOIft I

THIS
Tin--

Mi'.n.M,

or iioxou

This is the highest award of the
Ik is presented
for
I'nited States.
distinguished
gallantry in battle or
disfor heroism of an
specially
tinguished character not in the regular line of duty.

I have been troubled all my lifo with
....All my life, from the time I was
13 "years old, I suffered asony with
pain in my head.... Our family physician doctored mc but did me no good.
A friend told mc about Cardui, and
how much good it had done for other
women.
I was almost desperate, so
decided to try it. I took two bottles
....and felt so much better In every
way that I took another bottle, then
another, which made my fourth bottle. That has been five years ago, and
I have been.... ever since, t think
Cardui a wonderful medicine, and I
advise, all women, who suffer from
womanly troubles, to take It."
Cardui is recommended for weak,
ailing women, who need a strengthening, tonic medicine to help build them
up, and assist in restoring normal,
natural conditions. If you suffer, as
most women do, at times, from wom-ianl- y
troubles, try Cardui, the woman's
tonic. Forty years' of successful use
are back of It.
'
'
At all druggists.

Be Better LookingTake
Olive Tablets

COVER HER MEEDS

(BY

MORNIN9

JOUNAL

fIClAL LlAStO wiatl
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Washington, May 3. Signing ofbeagreement
general commercial
tween the Vnltod States and Xorway,
the first agreement of the kind to be
entered into by America with one of
the northern Kuropean neutrals, was
announced tonight by the war trade
board.
I'nder the agreement Norway is assured of supplies to cover her estimated needs so far as they be furnished
without detriment to the war needs
of the I'nited States and Its associates,
and Norway, on her part, agrees to
permit unhampered export to America and its allies of all Norwegian
products not needed for home consumption.
It is provided that none of the supplies Imported from the I'nited States
or its associates or forwarded with
the aid of American bunker coal shall
go directly or Indirectly to the central powers, or to be used to replace
commodities exported to those countries.
This applies to anything produced
by auxiliaries to production obtained
under the agreement.

ARMY BUDGET

IS

' $15,000,000,000

to do as promised.

new

i

mm

la

apite of enormous

Increased laboratory
coata due to the War
the manufacturers of
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin are
their profits and absorbing tne war taxi a, so
that this! amily laxativa
may remain at the prewar price of 50c and 51
a lame bottle. So sold

MANAGER
FAILURE

momniniI joupnal sprciAi LiAsro wirs-

Roil

FREE SAMPLES

Dr. Caldwell'. Syrup
Pepsin is the .urgent tvlling lujuid laxative
If you have never uei it, send
in Anwrica.
vour address fnr a frro trial bottle to Dr. W.
R Caldwell. 4bS Wathington St.. Montic-IVOIl

a copy of "The Care of the Uuby."

iM'ANDREW IS NAMED
CHIEF OF THE STAFF
EL PASO

AT

av MclS'JINO KliaNAL
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rial
i, three 'uontlu the city manager pia n
'
has been alia lliloll d, it was an-- !
uolili'-toiiay l,v Mavi r Charles
v s. City Mana rer M.
Sliiuson. who
was itppohce cit niiinanel- win a the
his
eateil. tendered
pnsi.ion was
to the jnayor yesterday
of-j
and a was decided to abandon the
lice and :tllot the work of city mana ;;t r to. each of th" city co.iimissioiiers.
iy :i.

A II

er

a

i

fay MOSNiNa

WHEAT

jounnal special. lsaskd wiasl

The Semite
Washington. May
today a;;. tin formally recorded itself
in favor of increasing the government
minimum Kuarantep in the price for
n
to $i!.r0
wheat from
bushel,
despito rejection of the proposal be
the house. It insisted on the wheat
clause in the agricultural appropriation bill, returning the measuro to
conference but it Hcnerally was expected the proposal would die there.

il,l

rii-wi-

n

S.50

,L l WHO

With the American Army in Kranc.
.
.Mav a ( n
tne .xssoeiateii
Mai. (Jen. James W. Mi'Andrew lui.-ai'l'ointed chief of staff of tho
A
forces, as- expeditionary
uriLt.
nulling liis duties ininiediately.
ini. .lames ;. la rbord. who luis been
hat
chief
of
staff,
I'et
C,i if ral
shine's
been assumed to a command in the
over this
field, which be will ta'.io
week,

j
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Caldwell's

The Perfect JL Laxative

by druggists for 26 years

Kl IMmi. Tex

SENATE IN FAVOR

SDr.

NO INCREASE

-
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of Honor

FIRST COLORADO

IBV MOWNINO

IN ACTION

CPSCIAL LCASIO

.IOCWNAL

IDEAL! THEiATIER

BOY

IS KILLED

American Casualties

Wiat)

n.
Mnlienver.
Colo.,
d
Denv er boy. is
Francis,
believed to bave c-the first Colo- rado citizen to lie killed in notion with
the American forces in France. News
of Jiis death was received In Denver
today.
Francis' name was carried in the
casualty list issued by the war department yesterday but no address was
given.
His father is S, F. Francis, proprietor of he Park hotel in F.ster Park.
Colo.
The tlead boy was a photographer and resided at S333 ttalejgh
street, Denver.
-

IBV

MORNINO JOUVNAL

SPECIAL
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Washington, May .'I. The casualty
eighty-eiglist, today contained
names, divided as lollows:
of wounds.
died
IS:
in
Killed
S."
C'KOSS
action,
tiii: I).
1: died of accident, i: died of disease.
'2
wounded
The
Service Cross !i: wounded
listitiffuished
severely.
was recently authorized by (lie presi- slightly. 58; missing in action, 2.
F.
cirThomas
is
l.icuts.
It
for heroism under
dent.
Mooney of San
cumstances which do not justify the Antonio, Tex., and hinsmore Kly of
Medal of Honor.
Chicago died ,as a result of accidents,
and l.ieut. l.duis M. Kdens of Cahoot.
Mo., Is reported missing in action.
Prat tically all the men were from
eastern states,
1
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CHOLM DISTRICT

TAII MENTOR

IS TAKEN
BY POLE FORCES

MOR1IN9 JOURNAL BSSCIAL
May .". A

BY

LKASKD

llrest-Litovs-

k

The Cholm district was Included In

ttussian Poland. A large number of
When the
its inhabitants are Pole;.
I'krainians declared their Independence of Russia they laid claim to this
urrangement
territory and under the was
included
it
made at
caused"
This
In the 1,'kralne.
great
set
in
the
Polish
slate
dissatisfaction
and
and
Austrians,
Germans
up by the
for a time threatened to bring on a
crisis in its relations with the central
llrest-Litovs-

k

powers.

DEMI

VISITS

WIRI

London,
dispatch from
Kiev to Copenhagen, as forwarded In
an Kxchange Telegraph
dispatches,
soys that the Cholin district, which,
under the
treaty, was
given to the I'kraine, has been taken
over completely by the Doles. Polish
functionaries have, been appointed and
Polish courts have been established.

IBV

111

HORNINC JOURNAL

FLAG

eCIAL LIASIO WIRI

Denting. N. M May 3. Maj. len.
B. Swinton. inventor of the Uritish
tank, former Governor F. G. O'Dcll
of Nebraska and former Secretary of
the Treasury Leslie M. Shaw arrived
here today from Kl Paso to deliver a
series of Liberty Loan addresses. The
party was met by llrlg. Gen. A. P.
Ploc'ksom nnd his staff.
This afternoon an honor flag was
raised here, Deming having exceeded
the quota set for this town. General
to his hotel, by
tlwlntoii was
a company of I'nited States Infantry
at
and by four
Cody
Camp
ing training
Uritish privutts who are acting um Instructors at Camp Cody.
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medal was distributed in Germany two
SINKING OF
E "LUS'TAN1A'"
11

day. BEFORE THE
v

By

WILLIAM J.retired
Recently

-

CHIEF OF THE U. S. SECRET

SERVICE

With the Screen Favorite! f

King Baggot and' Marguerite Snow

PRODUCED BY THE WHARTON'S
Chief Flynn's exposures of Imperial German duplicity; failing
Germany'! spies nnd plots; startling revelations in 20 Eoiaodes of
tacts vou shou a Know.
.

Coming Tomorrow, May

Each episode will be complete in itself and each will
reveal an actual occurrence in the investigations made
by the United States Government to unmask and frustrate the plots of Ambassador von Bernstorff.

esci-rte-

PRISONERS
ARE NOT MISTREATED

AMERICAN

Skilled Men Wanted.
Washington. May 3. A call for
national
0,207 skilled men for the
army was sent out today by Provost
All
states
Marshal General Crowtier.

raV MORNIN4 JOURNAL BRSCIAL

LKABKO

M

Can't

Admire Babies
Clnco

EXS"?CuddIrd la if Bonnet.

at GENERAL

RAIN

IS

'

FALLING OVER TEXAS
tBV

DON'T FAIL TO HEAR

WIRCt

3.
May
Answering
Washington.
re included excepting New Jersey. It an inquiry "f the stale department
us to
directs the movement of the men on through theofSpanish government
the truth
reports that American
May 17.
war
have
been
mistreatof
prisoners
ed In Germany, the German government today declared American prisoners are accorded the same treatment
Help
given to prisoners of other

MORIONS JOURNAL SRICIAL LCASSD WIRB)

San Angelo, Tex., May ,1. A slowj
ist MaaNiNO journal anciAi LBASro wiatl
general rain was falling in this section
3.
counties
More than fifteen
Washington.
May
Secretary
today.
Baker authorized the statement today
which have received practically no
total
that the
army appropriations for
rain for the past two or more years,
the fiscal year 1918-1- 9
submitted to
was being benefited.
congress was approximately 115,000,-000,00- 0
Haiti was reported as far south as
exclusive of the amounts carrnmfnrr In knnar that Fredericksburg Junction, Sonora and
L
ft l"V nnd
It
In
the separate fortifications bill those much talked nf pnlna and otller
ried
Del P.io. from Alpine to Hamlin, on
child- - the Kansas
defenses and heavy Irrsai-tlmt arc sum t
covering coast
City, Mexico & Orient,
No woman need and from Sterling City to Brownwood.
bearlnc may he avuiili'il.
ordnance.
herself
will
if
"he
fortify
dlacumfnrt
Major General March, acting chief fear
with the well known and
of staff, told the house military comGERMANS ARE ASKED'
Mother's Krlenrt.
mittee that every existing cantonment
This la a m"t grateful. penetratiri(f, exwould be enlarged to provide for ad- ternal application
nnee
and
aoftena
at
that
TO MAKE WORD GOOD
ditional troops to be mobilized. Na- makes pliant the alnlomlnal muscles anil
tional guard camps also will be used ligaments. Hy regular use tile musrles exWIRB,
(BV MBRNINII JOURNAL VRRCIAL
to their capacity.
pand without the usual strain when bsby
la burn and pain and dansef at the crisis
Washington. May 3. In addition to
Ir
ies.
the German charge
TWENTY-SEVENTWOMAN
Women everywhere tvhn have used this denying officially
H
thut American aviators have gone to
famous remedy tell how they entirely avoidthe
guise of ambulance
nervousness, twitehinu apells. bearing France under
IS, ACQUITTED OF MURDER ed
down and stretching paina. and relate how men and Y. M. C A. attendants, the
they enjoyed entire freedom from the many state department today requested the
and
experiences Spanish g eminent to require the
tav MORNisa jo irnal aPtciAL LaAaao wtntl f
debilitating
incident to approaching motherhood. German
government "to produce proof
Chicago, May 3. Miss Ruby Dean, usually
Mother's Kriend ia recommended only for of
a. cabaret singer, was acquitted on a
the allegations.
of expectant
relief and comfort
the
Dr. Leon mothers, thousands of whom have used ana
charge of having murdered
"
About liliciimatlsm.
H. Quitman, bv a, jury in the criminal recommend It. It is
external use only,
P.heumalism causes more pain andi
court today. The Jury deliberated but is absolutely and entirely safe and woneffective.
verderfully
a short time before returning its
suffering than any other disease, fori
Write the tlradfielil Regulator Co., C 21. the reason that it is the most common
dict of not guilty. She Is the twenty-sevent- h Lamar
for
"Moththeir
Atlanta,
(la.,
of all ills, and it i certainly gratifying
woman tried for "murder ac- erhood flldg
to expectant
Book." ao valuable
quitted by a Cook county Jury within mothers, and in the meantime obtain a to sufferers to know that there Is a
a tew years.
bottle of Mother's Friend from the druggist remedy that wilt afford relief, ajid
possible, tt is
todav and thus fortify yottraclf against nnlv make rest nnd sleep
and discomfort,
called Chamberlain's Liniment.
journal Want Ads bring results.
d

d

ILL

El Paso, Tex.. May 3. The high
line canal proji ct. for irrigating large
tracts of bench laud in the Mesilla
untl El Paso valleys, has been revived
and George It. l.e l'.aron has been
made general chairman of a commit-,e- e
to investigate the proposed pro-feand Interest the New Mexico and
Texas senators and congressmen in an
apnroprlalion for its construction. waThe canal is expected to carry
ter from the liio Grande to irrigate
lifted
the bench lands, l he water to
by means of electric power generated
diveror
dam
at
at Elephant Dull"
sion dams.

s

If your skin is yellow complexion pallid
tongue coated appetite poor you have
a bad taste in your mouth a lazy,
feeling you should take Olive Tablets.
a substitute
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets
f orcalomel were prepared by Dr.Edwart'
after 17 years of study with his patients.
wDr. Edwards' Olive Tablets are a purely
vegetable compound mixed with olive oil.
You will know them by their olive color.
To have a clear, pink skin, bright eyes,
no pimples, a feeling of buoyancy like
childhood days you must set at the cause.
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets act on the
liver and bowels like calomel yet nave
no dangerous after effects.
They start the bile and overcome constipation. . That's why millions of boxes are
eold annually at 10c and 25c per box. All
druggists. Take one or two nightly anrf
.
note the pleasing results,

injured
ambu-wer- e

RECLAIM ACREAGE

SE

Clift, of

"I am the wife of a
Broceryman in Ft Smith, also Van
lluren, Ark. For the benefit of my
friends and all other women, I am
writing this.
(this place, writes:

CANAL

tiuiic-rru-

.MV MC1RMHO

ASSURED

OF SUPPLIES TO

tin- -

hangar.

j

h

when

l

$726.-011,32-

SUFFERED AGONIES

were

v;

lance in which th
rushing
from Fort Omaha to I'loreiu-field,
collided with another ear.
The extdosion of the balloon is
caused by static
to have bei-friction while
electricity generatedIn
the balloon was
iag put into its

h

'

Md.

Jcssup.

Two other swldi
after the expl-.isi-

4

.

i

1,

WIAC1

cement;
on the
o'clock
on
the sciluiuii bill,
conference report
utteracts
and
penalizing disloyal
ances, was reached la.c today by the
senate after anotliir day of attack on
features alleged to limit freedom of
spe ill and extending tin- pn maMcr
general's mail ccnsro;-liipjwers.
Criticism of the in, '.sun was continued by several s n tors, led by Si
Sherman of Illinois, republican,
who again assailed n li.Hii,
At.orn-Geneia.
including
Gregory and Secretary Maker. The Illinois senator charged the attorney'
general with larking lgor in prose-- ,
cuting and with remov ing a Tennesse,.
district nttornry vln was proceeding,
under the enemy alien law against
Maj. E. I!. Stahhiiaii. pull slur of the
Nashville llanmr,
Senator Norris of NchrasKa also
the censorship ulause and ;in
nniinced that he would moo for
He said the power proposed for the postmaster general,
mail which
he believes:
Would violate the espionage laws is
too great to give tiny man.
The censorship, provision was defended by Ki nator King of I'tah, one!
of lis authors, and Sena. or Mcl'umhar'
of North Dakota, republican. The
latter declared that tin- legislation will
not harm
loyal Americans but is CITY
needed to curb disloyal is's.
to vote at

'

i

tBRSCIAL CORRtSRONOBNCB
:!.

journal,
Santa Fe, May
Quite pessimistic
the
Washington, May 3. During
is
the
first three months of government resweekly weather bureau report
titution, 114 American railroad show- for New .Mexico, ly Director Charles
ed a net operating income of $34,10S,-CB- E. Kinney of the I'nitcd Slates Metefor
the orological service. He siys: "In the
against $1 44.011.3U9
same neriod tinder private direction southern counties moderate
tcmpota-ture- s
7.
in lfl
prevailed and the drouth reFor the
period ending mains unbroken. In these counties the
with March
Interstate Commerce range is dry and thin, but northward
commission
statistics issued today range continues to improve, although
show operating revenues were
there the week was mostly dry rind
against 1 18 S. 1 73, So 7 in 1917; cool with fros'.s on several mornings.
exnenses
$637,784,608, In the north however, stock is in good
operating
against $51 2,775,369, and net revenue condition and the lambing season 's
from railway operations $88,228,720, siicci
ssfuMy under way. Some seedThe operating
against il7'i.398,488.
income for March was $:0,62S.302, ing of spring wheat and oats is still
ns against $57,592,087 the same month being done and early sown is coming
up nicely: winter wheat is improving
last year.
The earning report indicates rough in localities in eastern counties. Plantly that the government lost more than ing of corn is under way or beginning
$100,000,000 in operation of the tail-- 1 acurding to locution in the state, while
roads during January, Fchruary and; the preparation of more land for corn
March, although railroad administra-- ! and beans is being pushed. Apples are
tion officials looked for such a record setting heavily in southern valleys.
as the result of had weather and trafItoswell reports: Dry week with
fic losses in January. They believe moderate to high temperatures. Kange
the loss will he made up in later stock barely manages to exist. Exmonths.
tensive farming operations under way.
March Karuings Kotow Normal.
with corn and. beans leading. Apples
below
March earnings, although far
have set heavily.
as
ns
are
almost
twice
much
normal,
Pearl:
High winds and blustery
in February, and are much
better weather, without
rain. The situation
than In January, when a deficit in here
is very critical, no range yet.
railway operating income was reportHachila: Itango is very poor and
ed.
no rain: cool nights.
For the first time, the Interstate dry:
Willar.n High winds drying out the
Commerce commission
reported the. foil:
temperatures moderate, no rain.
item of "net operating income," which
Pastures and range backward ind
is the basis for government compensation.
This, for. the 114 roads re- needing rain: corn not planted; spring
amounted to $46,596,000, wheat coming up slowly.
porting,
Drv Weather. Cool Nights.
which is the operating income, less
rents
Fort Stanton: Weather continues
expenditures for equipments, same
:mit tnint facililv rents.
For the
dry an''' niehts cold: fruit trees have
roads in the corresponding period of! been held back and in spite of cold
last year, this item was J134.ooo.oou. a fair crop is still promised. Range
The commission's report for March cattle in good condition, considering
is incomplete, since returns are ex- the season: alfalfa backward.
additional
Mills: Favorable week for farm
pected from eighty-tw- o
roads.
work nnd growth of range. Corn and
notato land being
prepared; pastures
:
and range poor-.- spring wheat excellDISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
wheat poor.
winter
oats
fair;
ent;
WON'T J5EJB0NE DRY'
ltociada: Nights too cold for good
growth, but pastures starting nicely.
and oats
Corn planting" beginning
IBV MOrtNINO
JOURNAL SPECIAL LBASIO fflffCl
up.
Washington, May 3. The house coming
was
dry,
This week
Tuenmcari:
committee on postoffices today turned
down a proposition to make the Dis - with higber temperatures and lighter
still
are
Plums
and
lleprc- winds. Peaches
trict of Columbia "bone drv.
Grass making good start
sentative Kandall of California told uninjured.
the committee that congress has been and winter wheat making rapid
attacked because the district alone is growth.
Tres Piedras: Early sown wheat
exempted from the provision of the
law against shipment of liquor Into making fine stain1' and oats coming
drv territory.
up; range continue to improve. GarThe committee voted adversely on den planting is tinder way.
Mr. Randall's bill to include the DisJemez: Moderate, dry week, an avtrict of Columbia in the "bone dry" erage season. Later blooms on pears,
law.
Plums and crabs eomintr out. also
some peaches: Hie earlier blossoms
Allaita is
were frozen list week.
bowing the effect of warmer weather and pastures are beginning to grow.
I
Ma dialers:
ji tubing is progress-witper ccntaf of
ing favoraniv.
lambs saved larger than usual: better
than average wool clip nntieipa'vl.
READ The
week was very dry anil rains uie
needed.
(BY MOBN1NA

- LA0

lav MODNINI JOUHMl arlOAl
An at:i
May 3.

i

imaha, Neb Mi;
n: h balloon com- tiers of the
t
'I, atli and twentmine vie r"rtv
ty others slight y 1,'inied last night
when a big oh: nation balloon cx- 011
nloded in its ham',i
Florence
(

Captain Richmond P.

HOBSON
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

SUNDAY, MAY 5, 8
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SUBJECT

AMERICA N WA

9?

LEAD AVE. M. E. CHURCH, 11 A. M.
COURT HOUSE, 3 P. M. TO THE SPANISH-AMERICANS

This Is One of Hundreds of "DRY AMERICA" Rallies Now Being Conducted
The
League of America With Speakers of National Fame.
by
Anti-Saloo-

n.

.

ALL ARE WELCOME

ADMISSION

FREE

SIX
AN

Albuquerque Morning Journal,

INDEPEXEirc.VT NEWSPArEIl

(Elf

iXIbDquprqnp

IHoming Jfounvol

gether, think together more hartnonl-ouBl- y
than ever before, to rehabilitate? Vhut isnnes from the frightful
sufferings and ruins of Belgium, Ser-

Saturday, May

OF THE MAY

QUEEN

t

,

.

- J1EM13EII -OF TUB

Now

ASSOCIATED

1'IIESS.

Charles'
hours to

they've

given

mother-in-la-

...

'.

r"v jp'"

-

": v..

k

y

PHYSICAL DISABILITY
FORFEITS HIGH

leave Austria.
Fellows,
Charles got it through simply writing
a letter to his wife's brother.

THE JOHNA L takes and prints
sixty Hours ana thirty minutes or exclusively Associated Press leased wlra
service each week. No other news-patKpublished In New Mexico takes
more than twenty-fou- r
hours of Associated Press service durlnR a week.

UAH I KS.

MAY 4,

bTOKY A1MHT

A II HAD

1U1S

OF IIAIK.

llollauil probably wants lu be neutoo poor to finlit,
tral, because
tn-'- s

but, if Hhc in, Germany will bike her
Band ami gravel away from lier, anil,
1f she isn't, the Uritish navy will take

her colonies.
The business of bring neutral is becoming daily more difficult and disHolland's dilemma
tressful, and
strongly reminds us of a story about
"A Head of Hair," which the late Mr.
Aesop was very fond of relating. You
see, Mr. Aesop was a Phygian slave
In the time of Kinfr Croesus, and, occasionally had to spin a story to suit
both Mr. and Mrs. Croesus, or go to
jail. So, when he found himself In tins
neutral, or Hcllandish, predicament,
be would pull a yarn about like this
to excuse himself, which, youll have
to admit, was mighty pat:
man became gone on
A middle-agetwo sweethearts, one of whom was a
spinster of experience and years',
standing, the other a young and bux- om movie actress considerably his Junior. Them was the happy days when
middle-age- d
men were choked with
personal courage, and there was 17
per cent of alcohol in the Inner.
NoW, when the man called on bis
elderly, or advanced, sweetheart, slid
would climb upon his lap to lollygag,
and she would always notice that he
had dark hairs in his head. This
worried her, as she thought it de trop
to have a sweetheart who appeared
younger thart she, and so she pulled
out all the dark hairs she could, with
pleasure and cunning little wiles to
make him sit still for it.
However, when he called on his
young, fresh, beautiful and gay sweetheart, and she1 roosted on him and
lovingly wound her arms around his
neck, as the beautiful and gay ones
cften do, she noticed that his head
was becoming grayer and grayer
every visit he made her. Of course,
she didn't want the other girls to
think that she could land only an
. old,
geezer, and so she
pulled out all the gray hairs she could,
patting his cheeks, and calling him her
"dear boy," etc., as they do to keep
'cm (uiet while they're being plucked.
Well, before the man could make
up his mind which to marry, he was
as bald as an egg-cuand neither
sweetheart wanted him hanging
round.
Mr. Aesop, unfortunately, forgot to
put this moral to the story for Holland's benefit, or anybody else's:
You can ride a picket fence for a
time, but it's bound to become mighty
d

Rev. Charles Stelzle.
When the Israelites, after four hun
dred years of captivity In Egypt, were
to depart to conquer "the promised
land," they sprinkled blood on the
Bideposts and door lintels of their
homes. Baptized their faith anew in
blood.
When at the last supper, Jesus took
fend raised tho cup, He said: "This is
my blood drink ye all of it. For, as
oft as ye drink ye shall proclaim my
death. Do It till I come again, but
when I come, it will be In power to
et up My kingdom!"
Religious evolution or progression
always is accompanied by blood, sacrifice and martyrdom. In the present
war there is a clear alignment be
tween Christian civilization and ma
teriallsm, meaning much is right and
t.
backed even by
Spiritually considered, it is a religious war,
though not so proclaimed and though
undenominational.
The
Teutonic- Turk proposition that might is right
Is alone sufficient to give the Issue re
llglous significance and standing.
What is the "power" and "king'
dom'1 of Christ's coming again 7 The
strongest power is love. To kingdom
last that is not based on love.
What do the enormous losses. In
lives and property in this war mean
tut that the nation! must work to
anti-Chris-

WIRC

.Sun Antonio, Tex., May 3. MaJ.
tien. John V. Ttuckman, commander
of the southern department, has been
relieved of that duty but retains his)
rank us urigauier general in me regular army, and will go to the northeastern department as commander with
headquarters in Boston. He will b1
succeeded as commander here by MaJ.
ficn. Willai'd A. Holbrook, recently in
command at Camp .Sherman,
Chili-coth-

If you would keep your baby, keep
him out of doors. If the weather is
warm, begin when the baby is two
weeks old to take him out for a few
minutes each day, Increasing the time
gradually until he It staying out most
of the time.
(liven proper weather conditions a
normal baby may spend practically all
the time out of doors, both sleeping
and waking if there is someone to
look after him to see that he is protected against sun, wind and dangerous insects.
A young baby may stay in his carriage or crib og the porch, on the roof
under the trees or in the backyard,
where the busy mother can look after
him. Older babies who need' exercise
may be kept lu a creeping pen either
on the porch or In the yard.
If it Is not possible to provide
sleeping places for older babies the windows of the nursery
should l..j kept wide open most of the
time.
Jf the weather be cool or disagreeable it will be best to give the baby
his daily airing indoors or on a protected porch.
Dress him as for going out, open all
the windows wide, and let him remain
in the fresh air for some time.
Very young or delicate babies require much heat and must be very
covered to protect them
warmly
against being chilled, and a baby
under three months of age should
not be taken out In severe weather, although plenty of fresh air is essential
to nil babies.

Oeneritl Kuckmun failed to pass the
for
overseas
physical examination
service las, .Monday, and as a result
his rank as major general, national
army, was forfeited. He will relieve
Maj. lien, William H. Johnston, who
will be commander
at Camp Codv,
N. M.

JOHN

OX TIIK FRYINO

I'AX.

The entente and Oerniuny are in a
battle of diplomacy for Holland and,
I

criterion, Holland is' going

400,-00-

rSV

man-pow-

.,

IS
LOUISIANA

and call mi' curly, call me early, kaiser dear.
For tomorrow will be like today for many a long, long year.
For many a Ions ihing year, kaiser, you'll not forget my sway,
For 1 am your (jnceii of the May, kaiser, I am your Queen of the May.
(EDMUND VANCE COOKE.)

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE
THE KAISER'S

F.ffeclivo Sprin?
Combination.
As comprised in Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Peptiron, taken lnv conjunction,
these valuable remedies possess
value for the quick relief of
a long train of ailments common in
the Spring season. You know well tho
great tonic properties of iron. They
aro much increased and improved in
this combination Hood's Sarsaparilla
before meals and peptiron after.
In these days of rushing and pushing, beyond the endurance of esen the
most robust, nearly every man and
woman
needs this
in the Spring.
cleansing,
If it is not. supplied, the depletion of
broken-down
nerves
the blood and the
mav soon give way to permanent
Medicine

If a cathartic is needed, as where
there is biliousness or constipation,
Hood's Fills should be taken. They
are purely vegetable, do not irritate.
ItF.D CROSS OX JOR.
"Cut it out" is the lied Cross slogan against all waste of time and
Now that they have both sides
of the Atlantic to look after, they
have adopted every possible mechan
ical device that will make for efficiency and speed.
Machinery for cutting the standardized garments by hundreds is now in
is unrolled,
The cloth
operation.
spreud out in layers, marked with the
patterns, and cut, all by machine.
The weekly output of the cutting
service of the Atlantic division is 40, r
UOU yards.
Not only has this departemment paid its staff of twenty-fiv- e
ployed workers, but it also turns over
$100 weekly to the treasury.
iiesides the more widely known lied
Cross activities, its Canteen service
takes care of our soldiers en route to
various camps, audi once there the
men in training are outfitted.
The
Ted Cross is always on ho
and
the job is always expanding to include
new duties.
lu-h-

--

jb,

600 Forms of Atrocities Practiced on 10,000

Human

his

lips
the

Judgment's not rash)
must Study the style of the
kaiser's mustache.

Not an honest hair In it! but each
shows th thought,
Of an effort to be what a niustacfte
is not!
In its wile is the guile of a solemn
buffoon.
In its factitious fierceness,' behold
the poltroon.
It Is camouflaged coin', it is counter-fel- t
cash;
It's a hypocrite poseur's dishonest
mustache.
It would tempt one to laugh, were
It not for the shame
is human
That this throne-thin- g
or such Is his claim.
Why. a peacock's a peacock; an ape
v Is an
ape.
But neither so kaisers his face to a
shape
Or travestied valor, nnnointed and
twirled
To fool h'S own soul mid to cozen
the world.

weak-witlin-

gather earth's trash, the
Sweep into the emptings
ser's mustache!

kai-

.

stomach

or constipation,

which

may

corrected by taking a few doses of
Chamberlain's 'Tahjets. Try it. Many
others have obtained permanent relief
Tablets. They aro
by taking these
easy to take and mild and gentle in
he

effect.

famous congressional than any of the hideous cruelties remade a trip to Franco corded in history.
Belgium to verify the stor-'ie- s
Inhabitants cc shot.
of honors which had come from
"Now for the first time wildest savhe other side. His home is in Brookagery has been reduced to a science
and damned into existence under the
lyn, N, V.
."As a friend of tho- Germans, who name of Germany efficiency."
The diary of Eitel Anders, of a Bahad passed eleven summers in that
country, could not persuade myself varian regiment, was found with hunto believe they would be gnilty of the dreds of others on tho battlefields.
them. I foundi Anders wrote:
savagely attributed to worse
"We crossed the rlcVje over Maas at
than dethe deeds were even
We then a
scribed in the several volumes issued ll:.10 in the morning.
rived
at the town of Vendre. When
by the French and English governwe
town
out
went
of
the
i
ments,
everything
"More than 000 forms of atrocities was in ruins. All the inhabitants
were
out
without
bodexception
brought
were practiced on 10,000 human
was hearties.
Photographs of mutilated wo- and shot. as This shooting
they nil knelt down and
men, children and old men do not lie, breaking,
urn! the deeds of flendlshncss were prayed, but praying is no ground fol
A
few shots lyng out nnd they
d
mercy.
not thus? ol' drink or
men but a studied part of the cam- fell back into the green grass and
paign of frightf ulncss which the Hun slept forever. It is real sport.
soldiers had been taught by their ofCarry Kaiser's I'ictnrc.
"Each German soldier carries in his
ficer!!.
inside
Shot.
Is
pocket an aluminum disk, at
Yuan;; .Mother
"In the village of Hereminal. where the top is a portrait of the Deity as
stands a battered siiuare belfry, Into the kaiser conceives him to be; In
which the Germans lifted their ma- one hand the kaiser's godi holds a sicchine guns, hoping to hold back the kle for the death harvest, and beneatii
pursuit of the French army. French is the motto: 'Strike him dead. The
women and children wero driven into day of judgment will not ask your
the chinch am', used as a screen. One reasons.'
"That was why Eitel Anders had
young mother did not immediately
no ;i h of conscience for the
obey because of certain duties in con'
in which he took part, for in
nection with her little child.
"With lvo other girls this young his diary the next day was the entry,
wife was stood up against tho stone 'This morning in happy mood and
wall of her own little house und shot, high sulrits we pussedi through
"
for the purpose of teaching French
Tells of 1 'right fill Acts.
women to obey instantly when Gercommanded."
man
Among the instances of ('rightfulDuring his investigation Dr. Hillis ness referred tn by Dr, Hillis were the
established the murder of firteen old dangling of babies on bayonets, tho
men between the ages of 7U and 2, crucifying of girls on barn doors and
and 10- - young women and' girls.
hanging naked from trees, while their
"The affidavits, photographs and bodies were mutilated; a Mother Sumutilated bodies are wtinesses that perior of a convent crucified by bay- -'
destroy forever tho last thread of onels and the violation of the persons
For men who of nun: an aged priest staked to the
doubt and Incredulity.
are open to testimony tne wcrniau ground and foully abused until he was
.
atrocities are more surely established dead.

Illl,
divint"
DK. and

LIS,

Guaranteed For Life
,

Why pay more for an iron that will in time, wear
out? This is a new. electric iron, guaranteed for life,
weighs G pounds, fully nickle plated and highly
polished, has metal stand and detachable cord. Come
jn and get one today.

blood-craze-

fiend-Ishne-

For. Just as the Indian smears up
his Jowls
And Just as the Chinese make hideous howls
g
As they go "into battle, this
grows
tinHis sweet little schrecklichkelt
der his nose!
Come, come, Father Time, as you

true of headache. The most common
cause of headache is a disordered

Electric Irons

Beings.

bul-

the

( aiiso of Headache.
By knowing tile cause a disease may
often be avoided. This is particularly

Dome stic

This Could Happen in Albuquerque

.MUSTACHE.

Would you measure the kaiser,
how and his why?
Note the bullying threat in the
ge of his eye;
Note Ihe arrogant strength' In
bulk of his nose
And the petulant look of his
in repose.
But to seek out his soul (and

MORNINO JOURNAL BPOtiAL LCASC0 WIRSI

El I'aso, Tex., May 3. John
a veteran mining man of HI
Paso and Mexico, died in New Orleans,
La., today, a telegram received by relatives here stated. Mi Fulkerson
owned a number of mining properties
in the revolutionary
nrea of Mexico
and also owned an interes; in tho Kan
Juan mine, south of Fort Hancock,
Tex., where rains occurred recently.
He was the owner of the largest moving picture theater in the city.

You must wake

AXSWKRS.
.
r.t ., fm in machine
111 Wllttl mini
o
does Uncle Sam's army remind you
iw
J. M.
.
A thrashing machine.
a
What is the difference between a
bum arrested by a policeman und
barrel of crude oil? P. S;
The bum gets fined and the oil gets
refined.
Why should every girl learn to play
Those who are dismayed at the pros the violin? Miss Hose Buddy.
So she can learn to handle her beau.
pect of getting no flour at all until the
What animal Is most like a booknew wheal crop comes in find some
M. B. R.
keeper?
comfort In the fact that wheat does
The adder.
not waii like other crops for au
What Is it in a house that !H. stationT. S.
tunin,
i;
ary yet always in motion?
The stairsteps. They are always
making a flight.
ITS A HIT. Afjj RIGHT.
THE AMERICAN'S CREED.
Don't overlook the fact that China
"I believe in the United States ol
is also fighting the Hun. She Isn't put- America as a government of the peothe people:
ple, by the people, for derived
ting into it much, if any,
from
whose just powers are
or
but she's striking some the consent of the governed: a democnation
heavy blows along the line of high fi- racy In a republic: a sovereign
nance. Under treaties, she was bound of many sovereign states: a perfect
estabto pay Germany and Austria about union, one and inseparable; of freelished upon those principles
$375,000 annually until 1931. as In dom, equality, Justice and humanity
demnity for the Boxer .uprising. De for which American patriots sacritheir lives and fortunes.
claring war on the central powers, she ficed
"1 therefore believe it is my duty to
cancelled all treaties and quit sending
its
my country to love it, to support
tne monthly installments of the In constitution,
to obey its laws, to reit
to
defend
against
spect Its flag and
demnity.
Go to It, China! If you can't hit the all enemieB."
Hun on the. head, hit him in the pock
TIIK FIRST "DARK HORSE."
etbook. i
(People's Home Journal.)
The "dark horse"' in politic, is the
This continued agitation for potato successor of a genuine dark horse that
Won a race in which he was supposed
eating nas nad a good effect on at to have no chance fv victory. In earleast one restaurant keeper.
He ly days in Tennessee, there was an
throws in potato when you order a old" man named Sam Flynn. a very
cood iudge of horseflesh, who usually
New England boiled dinner.
owned an animal that could show a hit
of sneed. At one time Mr. Flynn pos
However, Cyril Hellenkamp Is one sessed a big hlack horso named Dusky
of the recruits at Camp Sherman. Pete, thoroughbred, toand very fast. It
go te a neighFlynn's practice
And Alfred Dough works for Dunn, was
borhood where ho was not known,
fis If he
(he baker, In Dnraboo, Wl,
rete
town
into
ride Puaky
gun-pow-

IN

SARS.r.MHM

.

potter'

compnny in Fust Liverpool advertises for a man to work in
the "jollying department.-- ' I'robablyl
1
tr, mpol Ihn lfj,.l..,.H

FULKERSON
DEAD

You
A

d

This war will give the church Its
greatest chance. Will it make good?

LKASCO

PEPSIN and

IRON

RANK

t.1.

recent history is worth a cent as u
to do pretty much as Germany desires. Since
the beirinnln, ,.f lt, i,"... rf'......,
it
plonuicy has wen the victories, save ini
one instance, a very important one
the forcing of America into the war.
Holland is crammed with Teuton
propagandists, much of her press
Uuiglit up by Germans, she is almost wholly dependent upon Germany
for fuel and it is likely that she would
have materially
favored Germany!
long ago. had It not been that breach
of neutrality would mean her immediate loss of all l?r colonics.
Holland could give Germany
or 500,000 trained soldiers almost
right on the spot of tho big conflict
now raging. She could also give Ger
many some new and Important advantages in the
warfare
Holland is one of the nations that
might be decidedly Influenced by
unpleasant.
threat of n trade boycott, fthc has big
sources of wealth In Java, Sumatra.
Frcnce'B deputy high commissioner Dutch
to the t'nitcd .States is Mr. do Hilly. and an Guinea and the West Indies
export trade in certain comWo hasten to inform everybody that modities
that she enjoys almost exclushe Is related in no way to Hcrr Wilively.
liam.
Watch Holland! She may become
another Rumania. Whatever she does
TRIO cm-ROAND ITS CIIANCK.
will be most important.
f
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The Associated I'reaB Is exclusively
entitled tu the use for republication
of all ncv rrcdlteU to It or not otherwise indited In this paper and alto
the local ncwa published herein.

KATL'ltDAV

.

ivv.

M

Kmperor
twenty-fou-

DIES

l'nso, Tex., May 'i. Funeral
have not yet been made
for Or. 1!. M. Worsham, who died
at
his lu me here, lust night.
suddenly
Dr. Worshani's son is in the artillery
training camp for officers at Fort
Monroe, Vu., and the arrangements
arc being delayed pending his arrival.
Dr. Worsham was one of the most
widely known alienists in Texas.
He was superintendent of the state
Insane asylums for a number of years
and appeared as a sanity expert in
murder cases in different sections of
the country. Ho was a retired practitioner, president of the Two ltepub.
lies f.ife Insurance ccmpany, a southwestern corporation and city police
commissioner.

Directory.

Newspaper

NUX

1CI

a

snow-hiade-

DR. B, M, WORSHAM
OF EL PASO,

IPV MORf IN.' JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASKD WIRE

symbia and Armenia is world-wid- e
pathy and charity stronger and deeper than mankind ever before folt.
Published by Hie
How many millions of families will,
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO. through their losses of sons, husbands,
fathers, brothers, drink from this cup
Western Heprrspntatlve
C. J. ANDERSON,
of blood and be drawn away from .tin
Marquette DldR., Chicago, 111.
material to the spiritual!
Indeed, it will be the church's greatTSnstPrn Ttepresentntlve
RALPH It. MULLIGAN,
est chance, as Ir. Stelzle says. And if
York.
3S
New
Enul 4:'nil Street,
the merciless, bloody hand of Teuton
n'ond-clmutter at in
Kntnrod
it will
be the
poMofflce of Albuquerque, N. M., under Act nutoerncy selzs all,
of Cqnuress of March 1, 1K7U.
church s greatest calamity. Hard the
Canter Treulatlvn"ttaiif any olher paper labor, unocrtaiti the fate of the church
In New Mexico.
The only paper In New
if ever the hellish doctrine
that
Mrilco issued every day In the year.
TKRMS" OF KLUSCItlPTlUN:
"might is right" rules that part of the
Too
Ta!ly. by carrier or by mail, ne month..
world wherein the church has found
$7.r0
Tearly, In advance
freedom and opportunity for growth.
HVIlSlltUSKHS.
MITIi'li To
All this Is not predicting that, after
when writing
Putmrrtbers to the
to have their paper changed to a new adthis war, Christ will come again in
dress must be aure to Rive the old addrei.
person to His kingdom. But he says
THJf JOlltNAI, takes and prlnta
he will not come until in power until
lation ratline than la accorded to any other
Mexico." The American love rues.
paper In New
Cl

4, 1918.

rs

$5.00 Electric Irons $3.25

jTlli5feR& to.'
ALBUQUERQUE'S
220 North Second.

3r-
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rollers can be easily removed and
used as rolling pins.
SACsAfiE MAKEK.
An Akron inventor has perfected a
That part of the
which really rubber window shade. This shade la
stands for civilization is. resolved at only two feet long and Is not designed
last that the vision of mankind must like the old shades. Instead of being
not be blinded: that the aspirations of lowered as the ordinary shade is. It is
the human soul must not be asphyxi- stretched until it reaches ihe window-sill- ,
to which it can be hooked. When
ated :hy a bloody and rapacious barunhooked it snaps back into place at
barism, whose most epitomizing contribution to mankind has been the the top of the window.
baking, beans wrap each
sausage, that carnivorous discovery in Before
a piece of tinfoil. This will prevent
that refuse meat may be deceptively them
from
Inturning brown.
embalmed In garlands of linked
testines.
Po You Enjoy I,ife?
A man In good physical condition is
BITS OF IXEOMMATIOV.
almost certain to enjoy life, while the
A gas "gusher" at Pelican portage, bilious
are despondent,
and
on IIous.i itiver. Canada, has been do not enjoy dyspeptic
their meals and feel miserable a good share of the time. This
burning steadily with an eighty-fo111
flames for eighteen years. .
feeling is nearly always unnecesA stride has been majde
In high- sary. A few doses of Chamberlain's
An apparatus In Tablets to tone up the stomach, Imspeed telegraphy.
nctunl tests has proved Its ability to prove the digestion and regulate the
transmit over a single grouhtletl wire bowels Is all that, is needed, Try It.
y

.
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"Eat Plenty, Wisely, Without Waste."
FOOD ADMINISTRATION
Buy Your Liberty Bond Today

HAWKINS

,.'

were an ordinary mount and enter 0.000 words a minute. The real sighim in one of the races that were the nificance of this escapes one until it
daily sport of Ihe frontier communi- is realized that 6,000 words sot in type
will fill
ties. Dusky Pete always won.
seven standard magazine
Mr. Flynn arrived at one town just pages.
before a big race and entered his horse
The woman "peanut butcher" has
as usual. There were severul favorites appeared on some western railroads.
in the contest and Mr. Flynn had no
Tuesday is said to be the only day
trouble in betting all his money on his of th(, pek not re(.0KniZea as the
iioiM- in ion
uiuio.
or another,
ut
sabbath bv one
the race, Judge McMinmoe, a turf) In the desert people
of western Australia
was
follower, arrived and
persuaded
water only
to act as judge at the contest. Some there are wells which yield
night.
of the horsemen described the various at There
are 3,000 stones in the crown
entries and laughingly pointed out the of the Brtiish
king.
foolish stranger who had bet all his
Sugar Is extracted from slJteen vamoney on his old nag. Judge McMln-ame- e rieties
of palms in Ceylon.
at once recognized Dusky Pete
nnd his owner, and remarked: "Genll()l SKIIOI.l JI1XTS.
tlemen, there's a dark horse in this
Never throw away an old xylophone
race that will make some of you sick
if it is made of brass tubes. They can
before night."
.
used as candle molds.
Judge McMinaitiee's prediction was be The
latest clothe
wringers have
fulfilled, and "dark horse" as a
of rubber
found a permament place In the concrete rollers Instead
ones. The wringer Is bo built that
parlance of American politics.

BIG HARDWARE STORE
Phone 878.

New Potatoes, Summer Squash, Sweet Potatoes, New Cabbage, Green Beans, Head
Lettuce, Celery, Fresh Tomatoes.

NEW ARRIVALS

RICE FLOUR
CORN FLOUR '
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO S BULK CHOCOLATE DROPS
LUXURY BISCUIT
RAVEN A
SNOWDROPS
JUMBLES
CORN CRACKERS
RYE BISCUIT

,

Fresh shipment of Roods' High-grad- e
Bo??
Candied
Fruits
and
Candies,
Tropical
.

Olive Butter, jars
Salt Mackerel

.................

i.

15c and 35c
and 35c

... .25c

MEAT DEPARTMENT
Fancy Beef, Pork, Veal, Mutton, choice Leg of Lamb,
d
Hens,
Sweetbreads,. Brains, Calves' Liver,
Home-dresse-

W. L. HAWKINS
Phones

ot

""'

393394395

United States Food Administration Number

.

r

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Saturday, May
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New York, May 3. The enthusiasm
attending; the final hour of the Liberty Loan drive In the financial district had the effect of curtailing business on the stock exchange today and
impaired to an irregular degree the
recent rise in quoted values.
A variety of stocks, chiefly industrials, iriade new high records for the
current movement, in some instances
mounting to best prices of the year,
hut 'profit-takincancelled many of
these gains.
United States Steel held Its place at
leader, but failed to get above Its
"double top" of 98
closing at
a net loss of the smallest fraction.
Lackawanna Steel, Republic Iron,
Virginia Iron and Colorado Fuel registered
gross gains of one to two
points.
Sales amounted to 340,000 shares?
Virtually all the day's bond trading
centered in Liberty issues, the first
to almost
and second 4's reacting
of 1 per cent. Total sales aggregated $6,300,000.
United States bonds (ofd issues)
were unchanged on call.
Closing prices:
72 4
American Heet Sugar
43
American Can
American Smelting & Refining. 78
American Tel. & Tel...
.. 13M:
American Zinc
.
64 V
Anaconda Copper
.. 82
Atchison
. Bl 14
Baltimore & Ohio
.. 18
Butte & Superior
16
..
Petroleum
California
1 39 H
Canadian Pacific

.Yii.1-.lr-

g

97,

Central Leather

.

Chesapeake & Ohio
rhino Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar
'. . . .
Krie
r.reat Northern Ore Ctfs. .
Orcat Northern pf.l
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs..
Kennecott Copper
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
.Missouri Pacific
Montana. Power
New York Central

.

.

..........

Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania .

Ilay Consolidated Copper
Tleading
Republic Iron & Steel
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Texas Company
Union Pacific

V. S.

.

.

.

..
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

..

65
56 H
42

43H

65
29
14

30 U
88

.

52

.

86
32

.

.112
.

94 14
27

.

20

.

.. 67U
. 69 Ii
.

84

.

43

.

24
80

.

Ribs

8414
8214

.

21M,

.14514
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ORK COTTON MARKET.

New York, May 3. Cotton closed
steady at a net' decline of 83 to 103
points.
COMMERCIAL IUXLET1X REPORT.

Uoson,

'av

3.

The

$46.00.
$25.70.
$23.92.

Commercial

Bulletin will say tomorrow:
"Slowly and laboriously the government plan of administration for wool
and its manufacture Is beinr worked
into shone. With the transfer of the
last of the colonial wools which were
to have been offered at public auction
nra the government now owns or has
at. notion on all wool her or to ar
rive, as well us of the new domestic

HVb ON?

FOUND.
POrXDSiick fluur. Owner can

Irnvn

:imc

by calling at 410 South Kdllh.
mi me and puytnit; for lnH ad.

HELPJWANTED.
BUT "A

flutter Market

KANSAS CITY PHOnt'CE.

j

j

Kansas City. May
poultry unchanged.
Eggs Firsts, 31c.

3.

Butter

LIBERTTcBONlT
AND

BACK

OUR

B07S.

and

NEW YORK MOXKY MARKET.

V..'TKI
rufi.

20.
1'lione
rtood milker.
waiter. Apply Meeeik "Cafe.
eor.'k ut um:e. rullmun
A

WiN'TKlS-Tw- o

WANT ED Meat
Meat Market.

miTfiulHvii.

s

VVIiila

cutter al the Highland'

A good milktir. ffezemek s Dairy
1M North Fourth.
WA.'TI-;Tivo experienced waiters or waitresses. Pullman Cafe.
VA.vn:u ISottri farm hand. Ttlo 'iran le Industrial School. I'hone 2408-FWANTED Woman cook, 150; carpenters and
laborers. Employment Aienry, 110 Boutb
Third. Phona SM.
WANTED Laborers and teamsters at advanced wages. Santa Fe Gold & Copper
Mining Co., San Pedro. N. M.
WAN'TKIJ Cook for railroad
construction
Bang, eighty men. good wages. Apply
Co., office Commercial club.

W'ANTEl)

New York. May 3. Mercantile paFeniulp.
per, four and six months. 6 per cent;
sterling 60 day bills, 4.72 onper cent; WANTED Experienced aaleawomen. Apbanks.
commercial 60 day bills,
ply at The Economist.
commercial 60 dav WANTF.D Olrl for aeneral housework. Ap4.72 per cent:
per cent: demand, 4.7514
bills, 4.71
ply 3fi6 West Roma.
per cent.
WANTED
per cent: cables, 4.76
Oirl for cocking and general
9914c.
Bar silver,.
housework. GX! West Copper.
Mexican dollars. 77c.
A waitress.
WANTED
Wire G. A. layne,
Government bonds, heavy.
Hotel Liberty. Mngdaleua. N'. M.
Railroad bonds. Irregular.
In kitchen and
WANTED Woman to
Time loans Steady.
Sixty days, wash dishes. Apply helpEast Coal.
per
90
5146 per cent; days, 5(fi6
v umaa pur general nouaewora, x.u
cent: six months, 6 per cent bid.
Ing. Address Box 424. Albuquerque.
Call money Steady. High, 4 per
nt
girl or woman for
rate, housework,
cent; low. 3
per cent; ruling
wages to right party. Ap3
per ply mornings, good
10H South Fourteenth'.
per cent; closing hid, 3
cent; offered at 4 per cent; last loan, WANTED Competent girl or woman for
4 per cent.
general housework one to four weeks,
wages 19.00 per week. Apply mornings after
9. 319 North Fifth.
NEW YORK METAL MARKET.
R'.!4

k..

Ji

log free.
fetea,

6.75.

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. Mav 3. Cattle Receipts
MOO.
Market firm. Native steers,
RtOckers' and feeders.
f1O.00TP17.40;
$8.20iff 12.50; cows and heifers, $6.75
(314.00; calves, $8.00 St 1 4.00.
Market
26,000.
Hogs Receipts
strong. 10c above yesterday's average.
Bulk. $1 7.10 ? 17.50:
light, $17.00W
17.65:
heavy, $ 1 5.90 ff 1 7.40 ; pigs,
$13.25(S17.10.
Market
5,000.
Sheer) Receipts
stronf. Sheep, $ 2.75 W 1 6.70 ; lambs,

Mackay Business College,

WANTED

Loa

An-

Pos.tion.

WANTEP Why dothe banKa buy no many
Liberty Bonds? BecauM It Is both patri
otic and profitable.
WANTED Experienced lady aieniycruphftr
dclrpR ponltlnn. Phono 612.
WANTKIJ
ExperifHcKl tlinlnn;, room Slil
wanli pisltlon, l. Ti.,t rare Jmirnal.
rulTert your monthl tlHn
I
WAS;tKD
A 1, Journal,
a low cost. Ki'lVrences.
WANT Lit)
Kxpcrt woman stenographer
wan til ponitlon In Albuquerque. JC. Y. 7..,
Journal:
1
'
WANTKl;xpeii(nc?u motion picture ma-chi$15,50(5)20.90.
wants position. No objection
to leaving town. M. R, Journal.
Kansas (II y Livestock.
Younff rnun, a;od clerk and book
Kansas City. May 3. Cattle Re- - WANTED
keeepr. Spaks rrwid Spanish; eltcht years
pelnts 1.500. Market strong. Prime experience
in Knerul merchandise store,
fed steers, $14. OOfi! 17.25: cows, $7.75s wants position. Address WV X., rare Journal.
s.5iKti.l4.vo; stoc;-er- WANTED
14.00: heifers,
Experienced travelling salesman
and feeders. $8.50 (fM 6.00: bulls, married and
over draft age. A- -l cferences,
$8 00(Sil2.75; calves, $8.00(fl 13.00.
wants position aa collector or salesman. Adhigh5.000.
Market
Receints
A
1,
dress
Journal.
Hog
er Bulk, $17.10(17.30; heavy, $17.05

O17.20:

light, $17.1517.45;

P'es.

17.50.

I.KOATj XOTTfKS.
Market
3,000.
KOTICfc.
year20.60;
$19.50(9
OK471
higher.
lings, $16.0017.50: wethers, $15.00 Department of the Interior, United State
Land Office.
17.50; ewes, $15.00016.75.
Notice It hereby given that on the 22 d
'
of March, A. D. 1911, the Santa Fe Pacific
Denver livestock.
Railroad Company, made application at thi
Denver, May. 3. Cattle Receipts United
Land Office at Santa Fe, New
600.
Market steady. Beef steenr Mexico, State
eeleot under the act of April 28th
hclferit.
cows
and
$."" 1904, (33 toStat,
$10.00iffll6.76:
m) the fallowing describe
12 75; Blockers and feeders, $8.60) land,
Lot Two (2). Three (I), and
13.00; calves, $12.00(5)14.73.
Four (4), of Section Twenty (20), T. 13 N
N. M. P. M., containing 4I.M
Hogs Receipts 800. Market steady. R. 1 W.,
ores. In lien of
J, Sec. IS, T 15
B.
Ton,u $17.30; hulk.. $17.00(3)17.25.
r, son.
Market W., N. M. P. M. I,pt
The-- purpose of this notice Is to allow all
ewes,
20.00;
3
$19.25
Lambs,
strong.
person claiming the land adversely, or do
$15.00016.00.
siring to show It to be mineral In character
an opportunity to file objection to uch lo.
shorta
was
sugar
Lastwlntcr there
cation or selection with the local officer
age but sugar price did not reach a for the larTd district In which the land I
at the land office aforesaid
ituate,
shortage scale. Because the war gov- and
to establish their Interest
or
ernment did not allow refiner's a hog's in mineral character rnereor. therein,
FRANCISCO
at
DELGABO,
Washington
profits. Somebody
Register.
t
please tell us why the meat
be treated the same way.
Jyuriml waut Ads brine results.
$13. 75

sheepReeeipts
Lambs.

n.int.

packers-shouldn'-

MMm Co.

BUY

Junk

40.0U0

at

On Monthly Payments

.

covp '
Room

I.K -- Medium

Monler

FOR

SAt.E-Plu-no

I7.'i.ih:.

lleautirTii

- GliOCT.
Osteopathia Physician.
6.
Honrs
Suite I. Woolworth Building.
Office Phone 1840.
Residence Phona 131

nut case, almost new,

box 28, Journal.
Foil HALE Two burner Verfool lon'oll stove,"
nearly new. :,. Winclie.iier thirty-thirtPt. 4o:l South Arno.
FOH SAl.E- -l Cla"ikTl'nv'erhliuStrgns"r.inge
almost new; also 1 coal llomn Comfort
range in good condition. Call l.'i:i..v.
FOR SALE One I'aasrire
one
pressure gunge, hose and copy of S too 00
worth of patterns,
:'5.i)0.
K.
Win,
Marsh,
liarnrKg.

J buggy

buggy and saddle,
North Se.'oml.

1

2

seta

pol. s.
light. 1 heavy
set veterinary tools. fM

ROOF PAINT
Roofs
under our cara will
year to year. t'e can puW-oa new ronr that will last as long as the
building. The Munsano Co. Phone 1602--

iflo

per gallon.

Improve from
ilO

j

I-

10

to

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Prnrllco Mmltotl to
GKNITO-- i niNAUY DISEASES ANI
DISEASES OF TIIE SKIN
MIOXE 880.
Cltlons Bonk Wtlg.
Albnqucrque.

121

MABSK.BStM.

mih; k. n. Mt'MiLM.

piano," walcash. Care of

care Woolworths.
FOR SALE OR TltA

DR. IDA

Hi'.ti

Kxchanve.

tipTight

CUKKH.

Practice Limited to Ctatldran.
Kooma 1 and I, Wright Bldg.
Fourth and Gold.
Hour- -3 p. m. to I p. m. '
Residence Phone 3075.
Office Phona
Office

W'esL XJohl, Phone 11".
FOR SALE 1'artN of I'ope motorcycle cheap.
Inquire Ki North Fourth,
sai. Tomato rod cabbage plants.
din
I'hone Jowl. 4IG West New York.
FOR SALE lliand new
attachment for las. Adilresa Box 81 care

Journal.
Foil SALE-- .

South Walnut.

LltlS curt,on roof pamt and foot cement
(tops leaks: lasts five years. I'se Devue

reaay paint, rio.ir paint, alspar, Jsp-a-lacold water kalsomlne. and be satisfied.
Thoa. p. Keleher, j West Central, Phone

ftfaasenae

Chlropodv, manicuring, all kinds
baths.
Iictrla treatment, ahampoolng and scalp
treatment at ynir home phone tln--

FOR SALE

Livestock.

FOR SALE

lllack mare, veli;lis LOOK lomols
Vol South
Fourth.
Kilt SALE Two burros, also one female
blood hound, 10 months
old; six grey
hound puppies, 3 months old; 1 woik horse.
C. W. Hunter. City Hall.
FTuf
yearlitig and eight
Ker-fu- rd
Bull. All In good
condition. New Mexico raised. Out of high-grad- e
cuw
and registered- lres eeven of
above registered.
Addres
Emlllo ' Vatde.
Jprlnger, N. M.
THB ItlO GRANDE BUROC HOG CO. of
Ailiuouernue. N. M., can upply at all
Mm s bred sow, brea
gllu. trard boar and
young stuff at moderate prices. W hava
the liesl In- Ih. IT fi A . am
- .....
tu
seven months. Get tfcs kind thatwuKuera
pay. Free
information on how to raise hog for profit.
Office 111! South Third. Phone UM.

410.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

M

a4

iua
la a good placa to
live Inhut not If the kaiser wins the war.
Loan to our government for Liberty Bonds
or you will have to donate to Germany.
FOR SAI.F-Sm- all
aafo. I'hone i:.7t-It- .
FOH SAI.IC-l'l- t
bull dog. 1. chavea, 110."
West Cranlte.

SA

alallnl BallilB(

MARGARET 41. OAKTWRIOHT
Practice l imited to Uomea's and Children's Disease
1K3 E. Central Phone 171,
Albuquerque, N.
UKU. 1 I IX
BAKKB
Llmlteel to Eya. Bm. Watsj
THftOAT
to In III I ti I
Office HoursHtata National Bank
nlUIng

WA.NTED-Altiuquen-

Kast Cettttul.

Ma oat

4 1

OH.

Rent Will Pay fur It.

OIL HAItAll

Foil

ft

"

PHYSICIANS AjrD HrVGCONI

ALBUQUERQUE
INVESTMENT CO.
115 South Second St.

IiONO

Ranches.

Poultry and Eggs

FOR HALM a. first-clas- s
team of horses.
best condition, weight 1.000 to 1.200 pounds
FOB 8ALE Navajo K. L. . J. Rede; egga each. .710 Wet Kent.
coich., nut seia. L. B. lBonta. Ill JBaat
FOR SALE A bargain
Bsseldlne.
ranoh; 10
acre In
old choice fruit tree; good
Foil BALE lirown leghorn and K.' t. setting barn;
electrlo
plant; excellent aotli
eggs prize strain, tl.uu fur 11, Robinson, Old 1 miles sooth pumping
of Albuquerque. Owner leaf
Town. Phone J297.
Inr. Bog m Ctv. Phona
FOH SaTTeST C. White Wh7lrn"baby"
KAI.E-"The
fuesT "ai" f 'itlt indaT-- "
chicks and hatching eggs. Bos tU. Phona FOR
faira much In he ailnj must ba solo
17(0. Oentry's Poultry Ranch.
at once; a bargain: three cre of thrice
FOR SAi.J:EBBs" for hatclimiT""Th;orVo7gh- - bearing fruit trees: rest In
alfalfa' two-roo- m
bred S, C. R. I. Reds and B. p. Bocks.
house with sleeping porches:
of
Red J2onllryTils.. 413
Atlantic, Ph. 14S3W out buildings; this ye.ir'a cr ip vlllMonty
almost
FOR 6 a"LE " La yeY andrayer''"WhlitrLeg- - Py for the place. Phooe 520 or call at UI
horn baby chicks, III for 100, 11.50 for ), IS West Central.
for 25. Tott's Poultry Ranch, P. O. box 107,
city: phone 1777.
RENT Apartments.
FOR SALE Best s. C, R. I, Red in New
Mexico; eggs for hatching; stron In blood FOR JIBNT-Furnls- hed
apparunent from
of "Albuquerque King;" first prize cock at l' "P at not Tiorth Second.
"Palace Show," New York; also two cock. WANTED-JT.eJp
New Wenc
to rln, the
C P. ITav. 2.KS North High.
f n.-- r,.
x,. Liberty Bell airain
sweet music for Unci Bam.
Miscellaneous.
FOR RENT
w.. no... i lure or leur-rouapartment.'
HORSES and Rig to JsVnc Snrtnaa: ehaan
BUY A
12o2
S.
rnte.
North Arno.
Garcia,
AND
KENT-Th- ree
and four-roofurnished
Foif 'ltENT-Gent- k."
di:ivJngnioVs,r a"nT"bug- BACK OUR. BOTS.
apartment, mudern, no lck, 200 block
3 hours.
15S4-Phone
gy.ll.lfnr
"""'h
FOH RENT Boom and board with
Sixth.
Inquire
ure,
Hotel
Savoy
sleeping FOR RENT First
7St:
ioo per tob WASH-nr- a
tv )TM-hm.P"r';h "! S""."'
month. Dolde's Ranch, four mile
1 he finest, modern
outh
FOR Hit NT Frnt room with""porch"boaraT
houae In
apartment
ot
town,
state. For well people only. Phona 2022 tho
jcs.
private fam'ly. B2I Hnutli JBgh.
It
none vacant go on the waiting list
KF.NT -- 'iood rooming h'uus'o near CVii-trHIGH c'la.-- s board amraleeplng 'pf,.n Wu7 Fiilt
J I
nnd First. 27 room. Thaatnn
Co., Eakln. Prop.
room at summer rates, $K. 838 South Aino.
corner Third and Gold.
rnone it,is-v- y

I
j

.FPR

WT.

roll KENT Good clean room connecting
sleeplng porch and board. OnN South Edith
I'hone
Full KENT Furnished room with board7
sultahle for two, large and well ventilated.
1107 North Twelfth. Phone 13!.-- ,.
k k.n i -- Desire nie rooms with sleeping
'"it
. ,
i . ,T
i
oorch hot "an.l
"""i-cia- s
"
tame
Casa de V
hoard. ',.
Oro. I3 West Gold.
Sri AD y NOOK ranch o"ffer axoeilenl rocm
and. board. Just the place to get strong
For rates phrfria I429F-4- ; fre transportation.
Accommodation now available Mr, H. B
Thoma
,
M RS""w. IT. REBO. owing to the sale f'"'th
Lockhart ranch, has opened a new resort
for healtbseeker
at C4 Rait Coal avenn.
where h la fully prepared to ear tar thorn
a In the past. Phone 1582--

WANTED

Boarders.

BOARD and tent cottage
ror gentlemen
FOR SALE Ford runabout. Beeman-Aye- r
health seeker six miles north of Santa
Sapply Co.
M.
N.
Address
Fe.
Santa
Fe. N. M.
bo9.
FOR SALE Ford touring carT cash "or" pay
ments. Barton Keller, rnone lal2-WANTED
Rooms.
FOk SALEf-Che- ap.
Saxon roadster la good
coiiuiiioii. uio .tiHinir, iiiitu.irmi nrnnoi.
7
Box
rnre Journal
inR porch. Address
"t.m"8'AloiP
WANTEl Three un.'urnlr.a luoina, of
bile car, completely overhauled.good
conIn
the
email
house.
rent
lowlands,
on
reason,
small home. Phona 2244.
dition; or trade
ble. No sick.
Address T . Bat f75

WANTED-Roo- ms
and Board.
ilh board for three young
WANTED Room
men hoaltheeekera.
Private family pre'
ferred. Address Box
,car Jouriutl,

u.

7
ROOM
HOUSE
Fine Location South Arno
Near Central.
Room

a

LmKTTOND"

sacks, by the Southwestern
Will pay J to 7 cents

JFORSAXEAutomobUefc

tttiuKi

Attorausya at Law
HulU 1 Law Library BalKlnf

Hat A FT
1'eutad tnrtaaMI
Rooms
Earnstt Bulldlni-Fkaaa
Appolntmenti Mad by Mall

North.

once.

each. Phone 111.
,
WANTED Some one with surrey or aulomv- bile to take two ladle out every afternoon,
6! South Arno. Phone 14J9-J- .
MIOMUJST CASH PK1CB fAlil FOK JUNK
BT TUB SOUTHWESTERN tUNK CO.,
in naor lkau ruuaai ai. wb ALeO
BUI OLD AUTOS.
men a and boys'
WANTED Second-hanciomes, snoes and unoerwear. Also trunk
and suit case. Call 619. Chicago Second
hand store. 117 South First.
WANTED .m.txi bugs. Pay Irom 2c lo !):
each. 500 tons scrap Iron. Pay from
to
per lb. Patriotic duty. St. Louis
junk Co., 405 South First street. Phone 372.
X A
. iiij.'i-ij-Otlft,
....,TTnf
.i
,.f Ih -Bniiie or.... new
tick. Furniture repulrod, Upholetcred and
refinlshed. Springs restretched. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Alhuriuerque Mattress Factory,
1011 (South Second.
vV ANTED
Careful Kidaa. finishing ny ma- tar photographers. Twice dally aerlc.
atlsfatlon guaranted.
Remember,
Sena
your finishing to a reliable, established firm.
Hanna
Hanna. aisster photographer.

alltlx

DKNTtWTH

"WA.NTKD

P. O. Box L'7.

Co.,

nous.

AND
OUR BOTS.

BACK

CARDS.

ATTORNEY

list. I.

Rooms.

I.IBRRTTf

A

J

JOHN W. WILSON
Attoraey
Vf
Rooms 11
and It.
Cromwaal
I'bon. Uil

&

FOR RENT

V

PROFESSIONAL

ACTON a
M THIRD
GOLD.

Kland up and ta counlvd as ItM
per cent American citizens by buying Liberty Bunds.
FOH HKN'T Tut. i.l.ji- rooms uufurnlfhed
South.
r, Xurih Second.
upKlnliti.
FOH UKNT One furnlnh'-- :ur-r.i.iliouse,
hous,keep;nc. looms with yii-vaSouth Seventh. Apply at J14 West (Villi I')lt HUNT:!
hath. U19 North Fourth.
HUNT
IiighlMiu:.-,- .
fl
Ituulna
irniiT,
toil
ui
reeK,
steam treat : no sick: over Golden Bute stora
fn- FOit tiUNT-FuinlBooni house.
FOH HKN'T Modern furn!ned rooms! no
duiio 1I4 South E.llih,
West Central.
lekj rnnnhig watcr.
Kul: ItKNT Modern furnished house with
FOH ni5.T Cool," eleanr "outside r"oma"atld
sleeping prireh. Phone SW.
51!) West
ariartmints.
lllo
Oiiintle.
Central
oom
ill ItlONT
Desirable
luoduru Phono 1152.
furnished cottage. Phone S139-2 rooms sultahle
UKNT
FOR
t
ie tde
,vi
FCiK ItEN'T Furnished" cotinito on" lllffh-landjr
llcht housekeeping. Hot and coid water.
city Itealty Co., I'lnme 77(1.
Sw North Fifth.
FOK HKX'J' rJ hree-roofurnished apartUH AND CKNTRAL UOTMlltoorns ny
ment modern. I'hone after ;i p. m. K'!,it-weak or month; steam heat and bath; day,
reahon.M (nrnl.li.it wfrh sonable rate.
FOR UR'TTK'0-root- n
FOH UKNT-Mc- efy
"ii
niihed
fill
oiub," pli us
Santa Fe.
nnt locution, close In. no sick, no ri.iotr.,,
Foil' KF.XT- - room modui-- luiiuko wltlt Phone lfttt-W- ,
Mi.) West Fruit
sleeplnir porch. ls.50. 14 South Walter, ap FOK HUNT Furnished
rooms, housekeeping
ply 1d:i South Walter.
apartments, new modern house; no elck;
Full ltfciNT4l-rooimodern house futnisirT also
house, furnished. 21ft N. Seventh.
ed on Kast Central avenue. Will rent on
FOH RENT Nicely furn:-.- ea
outside roonyi
lease, city Realty c.f. phone "7ti.
by the week or month; also fernlshed room
room house anil for
FOR 11 K.NT Furni.shed
light
Elms
housekeeping.
Hotel, corner
car.
$21. Larue chicksleeping porch near
First and Tl.leras.
en ranee and houses. Phone U1'.1. Dr. King,
South.
toll l: UNT Attractive homefor the einn-mt
tleslruhle tenant. New five-rooFOR RENT Furnished room; modern. 413
brick bungalow on Kasi Sliver completely
South Seventh. Phono 1I18-J- .
furnished.
Large screend front porch and
furnlshTOoTllWse
glassed sleeping porch. Oarage. Phone 17D7. FOR RENT noTwo" rooms
shk. 417 West Silver.
keeping;
General.
FOR KENT Large, ctean furnished rooms.
Call evenings. 4e0 South Seventh.
FOR KENT Furnished house, modern. Jay
A. IIuIOjs.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, close In;
no slclt. 7(i3 West Silver.
on 1'nlverslty
FOR HKNT-.'.-r-oo
in house
FOH RENT Furnished rooms, tit West "liHeights. Modern. .lay A. Huhlis.
ver; no sick, no children.
FOH
KENT Five room futnlslied
house.
Phone 14M-FOH
HUNT Nicely furnished front room
I
Private entrance. !H! South Third.
FOR BENT-IS- O
leal modern
per month
summer nome on i e.os river, two moea FOR
hrd
room with l.'.'i.-niP"rch In prtvare tamily.
uejuiiu valley jttiiicii. rie loorne, iui nisiieu
West
for housekeeping. Address George F. AlOH
KENT
Furclsnea leou., bis eoouaa
bright, Valley iiiiticli. N. M.
for two; five windows; smaller room;
housekeeping, sot South-- Third. '
BUSINESS CHANCES.
Foil RENT-Trooms furnished for
with sleeping porch and
.NAth. Kooiuiiig lioiihn ;u ruoms; modkitchenette. Private bath. Phone 2214, Out
ern; close In. ..I'hone DSL'.
'
tVest Iron.
,
WANTED Let your money work for you
and your country. High rata of Intereat la
UiglilnnOH.
paid on every Liberty Bond and the beat FOR R'ENT-I'rnTe- hed
"roomsi
211 South
security.
Walter. Phone SOS.
WANTED Hood opportunity for some com'
FOR
It
iooms;" Targe
petent person to go Into restaurant bussleeping porch, no Soulh Walnut.
iness. Small capltul needed. Inquire at 14
FOR RENT Room furnished for housekeepSouth II 111.
ing; sleeping porch. 410 South Edith.
FOR SALE Garage and Overland ag ncy,
FORTtfi- f Furnished room with sleeping
Belling 40 cars per year; complete garage
ponh. 2lf) South Walter. Phone MS.
equipment; best location. Owner la In army.
Address p. O. B3X 237. Silver City. f!. M.
OR KENT Two fu'rnlshoTfoomsndieep
FOR SALE OR TRADE Good business Inlng porch, gentlemen perfererd. I2t South
come property located In the best business Walter. Phone 1672.
pnrt of one of best county seat towns In FOR ItEKT Three nicely furnished' rooms'
southern Oklahoma. On account of my
and sleeping porch for
me kind of business, land im- No sick. 014 South Arno, light housekeeping.
health want
properly In New Mexico. M. L. Jordan,
Carlsbad. N. M.
FOR IlKXT Nicely furnished housekeeping
177S.
rooms, reasonable.
WANTED Miscellaneous.
Phoney
ForJRent --Rooms With Board.
WANTED To trail. touring car for road-atcWANTED

TO HER

A Good Line of
rtANOKS.
SHAPES.
Rl'GS,
LINOLEUMS, Kl'RNITCnE. 1STC.
Now mid Second Hand
We want to buy what you have
to sell
STAR tTRXl'iTRn CO.
118 West Gold

l'Vif Sul
hnnKitlnw,
Xifty llttlo I'nur-ronHas cant front, ccmpnt. walks, fir place,
Kltiliilff doftrrf. hie1 porches, fruit tri'ffi. good
out butldiiiKs and In fact ever tliimr to
mult ti r RHirt home.
The vrk in nil ilon.
Nothing to do hut, nnv in and hung tup
your hat. Price $2,400. Sep us In rcgunl to
iprnis, etc.

50-f-

5

5

COLUMS

Sre

Kolt ltKNT
nioilriu ouuno. Hi. Nucili
,Hevnth..
KOlt KENT
LOST.
4iutc; Iwo ruomH
and sli'i'Pintt iiul uh: ) I" 1'l. nly tiiade. Jm
1.ST I'luiu Bold fraim'. tflasm-- and uuld Nurth
Second.
I'lnme lyil-J- .
watch, Walthum.
Ucwitnl.
FOK
furnished bunffa-luMNT A bla-and while Ivory ;tuckvf"houk.
In Fourth ward, itath, electrto llKhts,
It! ward. Return to St. Vincent .Vdtiry.
hardwood flours, trees. Fhne 10t.

Male.

Chicago, May...?
firm.
Creamery. 34ifc43c.
22,037
Receipts
Higher.
Eggs
Firsts. 32 0 3314 c; ordinary
cases.
incases
14
32c:
31
iff
at
mark,
firsts,
cluded, 31 Vs 32 '4 c
Potatoes Receipts 38 cars. Market
unchanged.
Fowls,
Alive
steady.
Poultry
27 lie; springs, 25c.
.

tH0E.5

L-OJ

McMANUS

rr!

;

Distance from her

CMSSIIFIEID)

North.

South Fourth Street

WANTEU

LIVESTOCK .MARKETS.

6.

NEW

Bel Estate. Insurance, Loam
111

WANTKl5--

REPORT.

Dun's list of wholesale
moreover
quotations, for the eleventh consecutive week, disclosing more advances
economy
compel
thsn recessions
and retrenchments in many quarters,
and there as been the added restrie
tlon on retail trade of unseasonably
low temperatures over a wide area."
Weekly bank clearings, $5,261,239,-39-

'

rascMEit

A.

2131--

3.

-V-

AND
BACK OUK BOYS.

WANTED
Competent girl for housework;
.119
New York,. May 3. Lead Quiet. good wages. 1IW5 East Silver, Phone
.124y4 Spot, $7.00
(ft) 7.1 2.
TELEGRAPHY
bookkeeping.
Stenography,
.
97
Snelter Quiet. Spot, East St. Louis Board, room, tutlnn may be earned. Cata- . 80

Dun's tomorconcentration on war
"Greater
work, with extension of governmental
domination of production and distribution, and of prices, is the outstanding business feature. The movementIs
markets
to control commodity
spreading, hides and skins having
eomo definitely under the price regulating program, and available supplies of materials and merchandise
are not only diminishing steadily, but
some Important articles are no longer
obtainable for civilian uses. This oband
viously tends to limit activities, bulkstill
ordinary transactions while are
in
not
the
in
aggregate,
ing heavy
nil instances what they were before
It became necessary to subordinate all
other demands to government requirements. The extreme and rising costs,
New York, May
row will say:

July,
July,
May, $23.17; July,

Chicago ruoni'CK.

$0.65

DUN'S WEEKLY

78:

May, $45.87;
May. $25.37;

f

XI';W Bl'XGALOW
4 th.
water neat,
LOANS.
In lowlands, close in, white stucco
Ward.
216 W. Cold.
I'hone 150.1 finish, basement, furnace, dandy built-- ,
In features, hardwood floors, garate,
$2,500
pebble dashed bungalow; N. 12t,h St.
garden, all for $3,500. Good terms.
RENT
FOR
Dwellings.
$1,000
frame, bath, electric
R. McCI.lGIlAX
llKhts, barn, 8. Broadway, close-in- .
BUT A L1BEHTT
BOND
210 West Gold.
I'ltone 907.

.

Pork
Utrd

TL

VHM DOEb THE HEIGHT
OF FrVbHION MEMS ? THE

-

hot REAL. ESTATE, FIRE INSURANCE.

brick, modern,
lot
75x142,

--

WANTED-Compete-

.

.

Industrial Alcohol...

United States Steel
Utah Copper

,

.

A,

.

$4,400. .8 room

c-

.

.

tHE

iIE

Chicago, May 3. Indications of export business led to a fresh upturn
market. Prices
today in the corn
closed strong at the same as yestere higher, with May
day's finish to
1 27
and July $1,4914 to $1.49.
and provisto
outs sained HSc
ions 5 He to 67c.
Advances In the value of corn followed a period of weakness which
lasted throughout the first half of the
season.
Warm sun shiny weather,
auspicious for planting, was chiefly
responsible for thebearish Rcntimont
Before
that temporarily prevailed.n oonornl riiverlno- mvement
a
advance
and
shorts
sharp
by
began,
At tne top ngures reacneu
ensued.
July was 5c from yesterdays low
point.
Oats were swayed by the same influences us corn, In the case of oats,
the purchase here of one lot of 25,000
bushels for New York exporters was
confirmed.
Provisions rose with hogs and grain
-d
as a result of shippers buying of
ribs. Offerings were scarce.
Closing prices:
Corn May, $1.27: July. $ 4 ) V
Oats May,
July. 69 V4.

DRESE b
J

SOME SWELL!

1

E

of

MOftNINO JOURNAL SPKCIAt (.CASIO

'

SALE

three-eighth-

Holdings, Chiefly
Industrials, Make New High
Records for Current Movement of Securities,

(V

t)OIT- -

WEARirs

MMK J011ML

In.

Variety

,

it:

11

01

LIBERTY

1

5ILLX- - THM
,IRL
IN THP WnUT Mr

It) THAT
BATHINc,

clip. The problem of handling the
IF0R
new domestic clip is
very complex
one. especially as regm-dthe wools $2,500
frame, modern, large
In the In'teht wool sections where the
cement block garage, barn and
clips lire small, frequently twenty, to
other outbuildings, shade; 4th.
fifty fleeces, or even less."
ward.
Territory Fine staple, ll.RO?' 1.8.1;
half blood conihinir, Jl.63l.CS; 12,500
brick, stuccoed, mods
ern, glassed sleeping porch, hardblood combine, $1.40 fi
A
modern bungalow, hardwood floors; 3rd. ward.
1.4a: fine clothing. $1 .60W1.06; fine
t.
wood floors, tire place, eust front.
medium clothing, J1.55W1.60.
$1,350
modern, sleep
frame,
Tills Is some bargain
A A,
$ .SO In .85 :
Polled Kxtra,
ing porch, garage, kitchen range; for lot, garage.
$3,000. Cet busy, wo
Highlands, near car line.
$1.70i 1.80; A superfine, $1.80(fP 1.65.
$3,000
stucco bungalowi
( illC.U.O HOARD Ol' TltADI'V
modern, garage. Highlands, close

FILE

TO

SHE LOOKS

GEORGE

BY

vi.-o-

WELL- - LOO
HOW LON3
HE'S BEEN

,

(

ML

,

STOCK EXCHANGE

BUS

r

1

V

-

Pt

New
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are In the niarkePTT'three
extra goodfrcsh milk row. Bio nrimta
Co-, Ui" Euttlli Third, Puoiis Lfi
Durcu Hot
WANTKIV--

WANTED
foil

SALE Lot on Norm Hign ait feet from
Oen,ra.' avenge. East front. Phon 1613-FOR HALE
Two houses and one acre
of land. Apply Mr. Ctraves, Old Town, on
block north from end of car line.

Dwellings.

m,iiern cottnira in
lowlands: within
dlsance of
walking
shops, by Moy It 409 South Seventh street.

7

DRESSMAKING.

West Gold. City xtealtv

Co.-

-

PboJ. 77a

TIME CARDS.

Qt'EEN CITY COLLEGE,
Bring your own material and let us de.
sign, cut and fit your gown and suit. You
do (ho sewing. 321
West Central, Phon

TYPEWRITERS.
TYPEWRITKRB-A- II
repaired. Ribbon

makes, overhauled and
for every machine. A- ATCHISON, TOPKK. a SANTA FE BAIL-AV CO. ;
lbuquerque Typewriter Exchange. Phone lit
122 South Fourth,
Westbound.
Class.

Arrlv.. Depart.
. Z.
The Scout
California Limited
11:00 am. 11.30 am.
T.
Fargo Fast
:45am. 10:15 am.
FOR 3AL,KXlcft home, rurntslied and a 9. Th Navajo
11:50 pm. U :20 am.
guorl paying business, $1,W0, half cash.
Southbound.
.Am .M
309. FA Paso IT:vnre.
Btunralow, Journal office.
,. . .
..... .
wf v,(na
F'vtti sa i.e.- -a fine tun, home iu mgmiiii, 815. El Paso Express
10:06 am.
glassed In deeping porch. 11,100. Terms If
Koatbound.
wanted. J. B. Keleher. 4M Centra L Phon 10. Th Scout
7:35 am, I 06 am.
I. The Navajo
3:15 pm. 1:40 pm.
Brick residence, two scuttled 4. Cllfornta Limited . .. . :40 pn 7:00 pro,
KOIiiaALE
.. 7:15 pm. rwpm.
t, Santa Fa Eight
ltracMve price, pay
porches. chwe. in,
rented
;
per cent net. 75x100 ft I t. '.
From Siaith.
P. o. Box 401, Room lii. New Arm- - 110. Kansas City and Chicago. 7:00 am.
Ui. KlBUI Clt( sad aUiwgu, l et not,
Jy Bias.
,No-

-

1.
3.

'

Jt

Saturday, May 4, 1918.

Albuquerque Morning Journal,
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.

USED

CHANGE TO

L ASI

Plumbers; Hot Water and Steam Heating; Tinners

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
lBSOLETELY GUARANTEED
ALIHOIERQIK.

PHONE 515.

l

JQ

-

".'
on No.

10

I

i

GROCERY

CRESCENT

ROBERT JONES

HOMER II. WARU
Avenue
SI5 Mni-hl-

Coal and South Walter
Phone 676

Phones

L BUY

Hoy

r

Woolworth

k

KATZENJAMMER

TODAY ONLY

0:eru',:l,
iry,:;
These cars, are all

Sales

ON

MAZIMOVA in

'Revelation'

FRIDAY,

DOROTHY
DALTOIM

'Love' Me'

CHIROPRACTIC

in A number

Conquers rheumatism, appendicitis, dearness, liny fever, asthma,
eye, stomach, liver and kidney
tivuble, by corrtH'ting the Spine,
W. Ii. JOHNSON, 1). C.
1
N. T. Armljo HlUg.,

Corporation.

P.y C.
'

10-2-

Fifth and Gold.

Phone lfil.

II.

of Thomas
Incc.

by

William

WANTED

IRESH

Sash and Door Man.

Superior Lumber Mill Co.

if

CHOCOLATE
CHOCOLATES

2

SHOP

the thrills thai make this

picture.
,'.ec
Dorothy
of
pense. ;
4

A
meeting of the Taxpayers
Mherty League is hereby culled
for the night of Mnj 7th. 1DI8. at
the Central School al 8 p. m..
corner Third
and West Lend
avenue, for the purpose of lis
in
the running
cusslng economy
of the City's afluiis and for any
other husliKUM that may come,

10,

be-lo-

P.eich,

ss

ALSO PATHE WEEKLY NEWS
NO RAISE IN PRICES

4

NOTICE

SIDEWALKS

A

XB'

i lun i i
awnfib. TUCATCD

GtM-orlc-

Constance Talmadge in "Scandal"

Strong Brothers

ALSO

Undertakers
-

GOOD COMEDY

-

BBHmKHBHHnHHHi

LOCAL ITEMS

Crystal Opera House

ElIcTRKSHOE

ow&jgHT

FRIDAY, MAY

MORE, FUN THAN
'

10

SUIT5 CLEANED,

SIPER-PRODICTIO-

Little Lost Sister
A Beautiful Heart Interest

I

Feature.

Five-Re- el

"Vengeance and the Woman' "
We don't need to praise this one you know it is a winner.
1

to 6

Admission 10c; 6 to

CRYSTAL

11

Adults 15c, Children 10c

Today Only

TWO PARTS

"THE LOST EXPRESS"
TWO PARTS

THlWLLMAN MYSTERY"

KATZENJAMMER
LAUGH
A SCREAM
MINUTE KIDS A SECOND

TOMORROW EDDIE POLO

THRICE PARTS

Spring Shoes for Ihe Family

Novel Effects!

In our new Spring Lines we have a just right Shoe for
every foot in the family.
From the head of the household down to the creeping
baby we have Footwear for every requirement.

and

Skinner's Grocery

MEN'S

Dr. Lichtenwalter

SHOES

High or low cut, black or the new brown shades, lace
or button. Conservative models or the new flat, narrow
toes. Shoe excellence hard to duplicate at any other

store.

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00, $6.00 up to $8.50.

WOMEN'S SHOES
High or low cut models. Handsome Pumps, Colonials,
Slippers and Ties. Bright leathers,- dull leathers or
canvas. Black, brown, gray, white, champagne or ivory.
The best Shoes for the money.
-

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00 up to $9.50

Let Us Send a Man

.......

5c

"THE MYSTERY SHIP"

CIRCUS

Ro-me- z,

Bank Bldsr.

HA HA

The Classiest of All Musical Comedies and
the World's Greatest Fun Show. The Original

PRICES

Citizen

THEDA

Perfection Picture Presents

3.

BEBBErT OPTICIAN

-9

(HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY)

Hours of Mirth and Music

Beautiful Costumes!

,10 P. M.

E R
EAT
B T HTODAY
ONLY

NOT A MOVIE

1--

7-8-

H:iW.

1

ONLY

a

5:30. 7,

"CLEOPATRA 33

FITTED

irET A

1.

WILLIAM FOX Presents

EYES

i

2::l0,

COMING-M- AY

'

J

..I.

TIME OF SHOWS

General Contractors and liullders
Pliono 915
207 W. Gold

Tiny Tot Holds
Religion and Her
Flag on a Par

Adults, 10c; Children, 5c
Adults, 15c; Children, 10c

Admission
Admission

MATINEE
EVENING

BUNGALOWS
Prichard & Prichard

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY

a

sus-

luiir-rnl-i-

Second and Central
tjruiisiiuxv vtunis 10 nve xou

5

Don't fail to
Diilton.

treat

-'

:I.OOI)

Jit

A mud jump from
staid
old Philly" In the wilds of.
Ihe lumber country furnisher

i;KlrVISHAW'S
-

Hti-ec- t

Super-productio-

Ncill.

Photographed by John

business manager of the
the meeting.
"Katzenjammir Kids," Is In the cityj
All
Citizens cordially
and was a caller at the Journal ofInvllcd,
n
in Seven Reels
Metro's
flee last night. The "Kutaonjiimmor
Osliecially the ladles.
Alt
on
c.
Till
It
which
Cl
Kids." based
the cartoon
l.VEIl, President.
WATERS.
appears in every Sunday issue of the HIGH I
Secretary.
We invito your views on the
Journal, will be the attraction at the
Crystal opera house, Friday, Muy 10.
Salary QueHtioti.
"Hans'' n( "Fritz" and forty otheri
Night, 7:30 15c and 20c
Matinee, 2:30 15c.
musical comedy stars will all he here.i
UK
PTP-W- T
.71
a real entertainment, full of fun.!
ami
RWWHnWfliB
is guaranteed the kiddies and fjrowifHAY FEVER
Hps of the city on that night.
DR. KING.
SPECIALIST
Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of OsteopaWill he hi his onice Wednesday,
DEAfHSAND
Medicine
FUNERALS
and
thy,
Finger Surgery.
THINGS TO EAT.
Thursduy.
Eritlay and Saturday of
C. II. CONNER, M. D. D, O.
'liy lieef, mrk, mill- this week.
Offlfs?
Stern Tlullding
ton, sprint; lalllli, young veal,
!508 2 West Central Avenue. Plume
Edward Morgan.
Phones Office U"5. Residence, 325 I18A for
homo dressed chickens, pork
Funeral services fur F.dwurd MmAppointments.
baked
can. who died here February 11, were
tenderloin, culpa liwr,
loir.
held yesterday afternoon in the Fred
lturial was in Santa
Lettuce, celery, spinach, green
Slip was just about tlic rutest little ('rollott chapel,
X heiins, rulis,hcs, young; onions,
Kirl you ever saw.
Slip wasn't Barbara cemetery.
'baby
la day over three years, and didn't luok
asparagus, rhubarb, struwlicr.
ii
TODAY
I
Mivs Manucliia Garcia.
T ries, oranges, tunKcrlncs, graiic-- I
any biKKcr.
a
E
Manuel-for
services
Miss
Funeral
j
As Klie stood before a large siffn
fruit, upples.
board looking at a Li he rty Loan war iM Garcia, who died Thursday morn- 1 Matteucc!, Palladino & Go.
this afternoon at San
picture, her father, who looked like ing. willdobe held church.
REPEATING
The services
Neri
Felipe
Riant beside her, said:
ja
ill
will be
X
nnA Meat
charge of Fred Crollott and
"What do you see there, baby?"
LEWIS SELYICH OF THE SELECT PICTI'RES PRESENTS
3
he
will
o'clock.
at
will
Burial
start
There was u momentary silence,
4 801 W. Tijoras. Phonos ,4fl5.49fl
during which baby, attired in pure in Santa Barbara cemtery.
white clothing, studied the board at
Mrs. Lillian Sweeney.
Then she said:
tentively.
.Scandal Is Hie .strongest picture that ever brought a young player
The body of Mrs. Lillian Sweeney
"1 see a church."
to stellar honors.
died
who
the
Monday, wii? ;v In state in
"Why, no you don't," replied
the Fred Crollott ehr.pel from 10 to
father. "Look again."
11 o'clock toduy.
The body then will
Huby looked; then she turned
A
little face up to his. all wreath- bo sent to Raton, X. M., for burial. A.
;
the body-twill
K.
accompany
In smiles, and said:
Sweeney
ed
SERVICE. PHONE u
PROMPT
Raton.
"I see a flas."
MATINEE- 5c and 10c;
NIGHT 10c and 15c.
75.
STRONG BLK- COPPER "
"That's riBht," proudly replied tho
T
X AND SECOND.
Solera
Prna.
BEST
IN
BY
see
CITY
TALENTED
the
Ml'SIC
PIANIST
"And
when
flag,
you
daddy.
Sotero Penu, 67 years old, died at
what do you do?"
last
in
Old
his
home
Albuquerque
"Jump p and down and Hay:
He is survived by two sons
" '.lesu.s, Lover of My Soul.' "
night.
and one daughter. The sons at present
are at Camp Kenrny, Calif. The body
taken to the Crollott undertakTex., enlisted in the army at file lo- was rooms
where it will be held pendcal recruiting station yesterday and ing
was sent last night to join a railway ing funeral arrangements.
regiment at 111 1'aso, Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Wilde, who were CITY
SHOP
Tourlit lunches. Pullman Cafe.
on business and
Colo.,
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273 a; Denver.have
567
PHONE
the
to
returned
city.
pleasure,
Robert Pv4 wilt of Baca, X. M., is an Mr. Wilde reports business good in FREE CALL AND DELIVERY
HATCH'S OLD STAND
visitor.
Albuquerque
Denver and particularly in Ihe liveII. V. Honaker of Clovis, X, AL, ar- stock market.
A
Orders taken for serlce flags.
rived here last niahtThe meeting of the Taxpayers' LibE. B. Neuch of Gallup, X. M.,
erty league will be held at the Central Women of American Army, 223 West
school buirding, corner of Third street Gold Avenue.
rived here last night.
W.S.S.
t.
J. H. Becker of Belcn, X. M is in and Lead avenue, Tuesday night, May
7, ami not Monday, May 6, as slated
B. M. WILLIAMS
the city on business.
2
2
Dentist
V. W. Benedict of Socorro, X. M,( yesterday morning.
1
is
and
Building
Rooms
2,
here
service
forest
experiThe
Whiting
last
here
arrived
night.
Phone No. 681.
El Taso, Tex., menting with a new flytrap, which if
L. V. Cregor of
Corner Second and Gold.
found practical, will replace many at
(pent yesterday in Albuquerque.
Dr. W. O. Hope returned yes.erday the ranger stations now in use. The
new trap is built with steel supports
BITTNER HOCSE
from Valley Ranch and Santa
W. P. Garside of Mexico City, Mex- and is believed to he more stable than 319
South First. Nice clean rooms;
ico, is in Albuquerque for a short stay. those now in use.
light housekeeping rooms. Phone 221.
Alfred Granillo was arrested ThursF. E. Knapp of Cuba, X. M arrived
Policeman
here last night for a short business day night by Merchant
$1
Tony Guevara. Alfred admitted he
trip.
C. K. McClure of Socorro, X. M., is had not filed his questionairre. He
Dressed
$1.25.
suits
Four
A
Spending several days here on busi- is being held while federal authorities
Co.
plan. Columbia Cleaning
are making an investigation. The in- Contruct Delivery.
ness.
U.
Phone
.1.
both
a
K.
is
draft
and
he
Hatch,
dications are that
J. H. Hatch
A
of Regina, X. M ., are visiting in A- evader.
Scott Wessner and J. P. La Croix TELL 1iEljRY'S,DEl!VERY
lbuquerque.
Mrs. K. E. Friday and Mrs. Jack were fined $10 apiece in polico court Your baggage troubles.
DANCING GIRLS
SINGING
FORTY PEOPLE
Pjiono
Knupp, lioth of Santa Fe, are visiting yesterday for "having fun" in a taxi.
S. Q.
W.
friends here.
As they had apparently wasted their
ARMMO'S TAXI LINE.
Charles 11. Clay of Jemez Springs, money in riotous living and did not
Two Oakland cars on day and ills'1'
A SHOW FOR YOI'NGSTERS, (iROWN-CP- S
X. M., is spending several days in A- have the necessary change with which
EVERYBODY
Hour.
to liquidate the account, they decided service, 411.( heap rates by the
lbuquerque and vicinity.
Phone
V.
J.
Conway, to spend ten days in Jail.
J. II. Wagner and
r
s
both of Santa Fe, were in this city
50c
Two Insanity cases were tried In
$1.00, 75c,
on
business.
EGGS
GENTRY'S
yesterday
Airs.
disirict
here
court
yesterday.
10
Cent
Per
Gus Weiss and II. Biho, both of
Plus
Tax
War
the first defendant, was
Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Con-ro- y
X. M., are spending today In Ruby Riley,
adjudged insane and was ordered
SEATS ON SALE AT MATSON'S WEDNESDAY
and San Joe, Market: ROo dozen.
AlbuquerqueMr. on business.
Into
committed
the
for
state
asylum
W. S. 8.
und Mrs. Fred Hale, of sane at Las
Born to
X.
M.
Xovuto
Vegas.
Gallup, at M1K .With Second setreet,
Persona who wish to renew or lake
a Mexican, was also found to eh
this city, May 2, a daughter.
of
adunsound
was
mind
ont
and
ordered
memliershlpe In the Red Cross
yesissued
was
A marriage license
mitted to the asylum.
ran do so by calling at Strong's Book
Alexander
and
Sedillo
to
Irene
terday
School will remain in session today Store, O. A. Matson Jb Co., Grinishaw's
Chavez, both of Albuquerque.
in all of the city's schools. This has or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
disInvest in a War Savings Stamp Every, Penny Helps
Judgment was rendered in the
decided upon by the officials us the chairman of the Membership comtrict court yesterday in favor of the abeen
means
of
for
without
Miera
boys
liberating
C
No. 1SSI-Meyers company against
breaking into an additional week fol- mittee,
$166.45.
M. M. Lang', of the forestry service, lowing the close of the term. The penmanship and drawing exhibit of the
has returned from a trip to Carson schools
will remain open to the pubnational forest in the northern part lic
today in the public library.
of the state.
Mesdames John W. Wilson, C. A.
Mrs. R. H. Kirk, 11 a South Cedar
GREEN BEANS
avenue, who was on a visit to relatives VanVleck and John Fleming were In
HEAD LETTUCE
Helen
Thusday night where they manund friends at several Missouri towns,
GREEN ASPARAGUS
GREEN
PEAS
a
Red
Cross
to
dance.
The Helen
the city.
aged
has returned
TOMATOES
YOUNG SPINACH
orchestra furnished the music and
A meeting dealing with fly prevention and war gardens was held at the affair was a success socially as
ARTICHOKES
CUCUMBERS
To Replace That Broken Window
Ranches de Atrisco Thursday night. well as financially, about $100 being
Glass.
J. H. Toulouse, with the aid of his realized. A goodly number of AlbuNEW BEETS, TURNIPS, NEW POTATOES
ALBL'QCERQTJE LFMBER CO.
moving picture machine and appro- querque pcoplo were In attendnco.
42 N. Fin.
Phone 421.
The section men employed
the
priate pictures, gave the asaudience
by
.15 cents
to the Santa Fe in the local yards yesterday
much valuable information
Plenty of good Strawberries, basket
manner of doing away with the fly subscribed for Liberty Bonds to tho
nuisance. Dr. (leorge K. Angle spoke amount of $1,100, bringing their subbriefly as to the fly menace, as did scriptions up to $1,700. Most of them
WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK OF FLOUR
Mrs. Alfred Crunsfeld. J. L. Phillips are Old Mexico Mexicans. Not con- Osteopathic Physician and Surgeon
f
SUBSTITUTES
used war gardens as the theme of an tent with
432
supporting the bond lssuo Metropolitan UldV Tel., Office (71; Rti
e
Inspiring address. Miss. Grace Borra-riailhandto the limit, they also bought a
Rice Flour, Potato Flour, Barley Flour, Corn Flour,
interpreted the speeches. A simAmerican flag which now floats
Red Star Corn Meal, nothing better, 65c, $1.25 and '
ilar meeting was held at Ranchos de some
tool
house.
above
their
''Albuquorque last night.
W. 8.8.
$1.85 sack.
E. Dana Johnson, managing editor
Springs will bo opened
Two grades of good bulk Rice, 10c and 12 l-of the 8unta.Ee New Mexican and di- to Whitcomb
tho public in a few days.
For Any Kind of Hauling.
rector of publicity for the state food
s.
W.
f.
,
per pound.
administrator, was In the city yesterPhone 501
Livery and saddle liorseg. Trimble's
day on business.
Red
Barn.
Brainard O. Atkinson of Dallas,
W. S. S.
United Suites Food Administration License No.
I'OR SALE Cook Move, 520 N .2nd,
.T.

Gardner Sullivan

Si:Mrvisloii

ftlumtir.

HERE
MAY

H. INCE

IN

$400.00
$900.00

condition, pay a small payment
down balanre monthly
payments
takes any of these cars.
311).

LAST TIME TODAY
House of High Class Pictures and Music
Presents '

A Real Bargain

1

KIDS

WILL APPEAR

Co.

Modern
EOll SALE
furnished house
bath, cellar.
Sariige, barn: .1 porches:. Lot BO
1578-ft. front.
Phone

-

YRIC THE ATE R

":

THOMAS

S700.00

k'.u.k:?s

Auto

1

W.

55250.00

r..,!.,.i:.s:,r.,,....S350.00

Phone

In-

store.

(PCfTA

.:rr S250.00
,:,u

in

to work

quire or Mr. Marsh at I'.

QQQQ
fift
30DU.UU

Max- -

rr.

TODAY

WANTED

O.UU

Maxwell

Two 1S17 New
well Touring

Today the people of the nation will
write finis to the Third Liberty Loan
county,
campaign. With Bernalillo
well over the top and on the way to,
.lie million murk, organizer Max'
NordhaiiB and Chairman M. lu. Hick-yesterday urgul the people of the'
they
county to "buy another bond," ifthemcould do so without crippling
selves tinaneially. Those who can possibly buy another bond without being
in danger of having the sheriff ot'j
the county u.tiich their valuables for!
debt, are urged to do so. The hanks'
will gladly accept applications until
'
noon today.
The "buy another hood" movement,'
."taried by President W ilson, has been
followed fcy a wave of small bond buying- throughout ,he cauntry and the
sale of small bonds in this country has
been stimulated by the example set by;
the chief executive.
w. s. s.

his inoriiiii:.
.lust compare our oranges itl ,"() unil 00c dozen, with any you
uill find, our suits in-- increasing.
Our good HiilK'f (iocs into more honics in Albuiieripie than any
other kind, lint why not?
4o- Oood yonil-- i :i in low prices always did businrss, III
V. S. PcmmI Lkeuse No.

STOKE

MANY

--

etc.. in'r due

I

WARD'S

im

Bernalillo County Will Not Hit
the Million Mark, but Has
Done Extremely Well,

is here, tin price bus
Our list shipment of Florida
is only,
gone beyond our reach: hovtcwT today our

More
i'v Potatoes. II)
The Tomaloo; lire nice, Hi
TinStmw berries. Pons. Cucumbers,

BO!

W

NEW MEXICO

MORE THAN LIKELY

Maxwell

Roadster

BUY

SALE

CAR

One 1917

818 WEST CENTRAL AVE.

BOYS' AND GIRLS' SHOES

Splendid Shoes for school or dress wear. Nature
that fits, loo,ks well and wears
shaped Shoes. The kind
'
'
best.
From $1.50 up to $5.50 according to size and quality.
.;

Bryant's Delivery

2c

i

ALVARA D0S EGGS.

Springer Transfer

Go.

For
Sand and Gravel

--

tale by leading tracer the moralac
they an laid, toe.
II'. S. Si.

On

WANTED

Saleswoman.
Economist.'

'

af-I- rr

Experienced
Apply at The

DR. H. M. BOWERS
In
rhjmtrlan, gpwlallilliand Throat. Aathma, Hay
Occidental
vr. Catarrhal Dafnaa.
l.lfc Wit., Third and Gold. Residence
phone J j office phone 80--

0tromthlfl
K.Mr,

Koan

J. A. Skinner

Phones

60-61-1-

19

205 South

First St.

'

PHONE 91
ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES;' 8TEAJI COAJj
aU
Kindling,
Coke, Mill Wood, Ifectorj Wood, Cord wood.
'

14!

Hahn Coal Co. .'?&

V

